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T h i s chapter describes the des ign, f a b r i c a t i o n , a n d propert ies of mater ia ls that 
respond to the presence of a chemical species by a change i n their opt ical properties. 
Ideally, such effects are reversible. They may be detected by conventional methods of 
absorpt ion, reflection, or luminescence spectrometry, a n d appl ied i n various formats 
such as test strips and disposable tests, but preferably by m a k i n g use of optical wave-
guides i n c l u d i n g optical fibers, integrated optics, capi l lary type devices, and the l ike . 
Specifically, we describe the design and use of appropriate indicator dyes, polymers , 
and addit ives, w i t h a part icular focus on materials for sensing p H , oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, a m m o n i a , and certain ions. These materials (or their solutions i n an appro-
priate solvent) may be deposited on various supports i n c l u d i n g simple plastic strips 
(e.g.. by spin-coat ing) , on fibers (e.g., by dip coating), inside porous materials (e.g., 
by soaking) , on integrated waveguides or walls of disposable cuvettes (e.g., by spread-
ing the solutions as th in films), inside capil laries (e.g., by passing the solution through 
the capi l lary) , on the bottom of microtitre plates, or inside disposable vials. 
8.1 INDICATORS 
Indicators (probes) are synthetic dyes that undergo color changes on interaction w i t h 
chemical species. T h e purpose of using a so-called indicator chemistry (i.e., a dye i n 
or on a po lymer ic support) i n opt i ca l sensing is to convert the concentrat ion of a 
chemical analyte into a measurable optical s ignal . In other words, the indicator acts 
as a transducer for a chemical species that frequently cannot be determined directly 
by optical means. This has an important impl icat ion in that it is the concentration of 
the indicator species that is measured rather than that of the analyte itself. 
T h e chemistry of indicators is fair ly established [1-4]. but not o p t i m i z e d in 
many cases for sensing purposes. In fact, many indicators cannot be used in fiber-
optic chemical sensors because of unfavorable analyt ical wavelengths, poor photosta-
biliry. low molar absorbanee. the need for addit ional reagents (such as strong acid or 
a l k a l i , w h i c h are frequently used in conventional spectrometry in order to adjust for 
opt imal conditions) , or s imply because they are not available in a puri ty required for 
sensing applications. The spectral range for the k i n d of dyes treated in this chapter 
extends from 350 to 900 n m . However, optical sensor systems are preferably operat-
ed between 450 and 800 n m . It is noted at this point that indicator dyes are available 
for numerous ions ( inc luding pract ical ly al l metals ions and the proton), but not for 
most organic species of c l in ica l or environmental significance. 
O n interact ion w i t h the target analyte , most indicators undergo a change in 
color or fluorescence (with one band appearing as the other disappears) rather than 
a change in intensity of one single band , w h i c h is only the case for certain (quench-
able) fluorophores. Usual ly , both the complexed and uncomplexed indicator species 
have absorptions (but much less so emissions) of comparable intensity. Such i n d i c a -
tors are referred to as two-wavelength indicators. They are advantageous over other 
indica tors i n that thev lend themselves to t w o - w a v e l e n g t h in te rna l re ferenc ing 
methods. 
Fluorescent indicators, in contrast, are frequently of the yes/no type i n that only 
one of the species (i.e., the complexed or the uncomplexed form) is fluorescent. In 
such cases, fluorescence intensity can be measured w i t h no background result ing f rom 
the presence of a second species. Obviously, however, two-wavelength internal refer-
encing is impossible. Measurements of decay time or polar izat ion are then preferred 
over other internally referenced methods. Another disadvantage of fluorescent i n d i -
cators results from the fact that they are prone to quenching by species other than the 
analyte. F ina l ly , many fluorophores display low molar absorbanee (when compared 
to color indicators) , and are not excitable by green, yellow, or red L E D s , or by semi-
conductor lasers. O n the other side, fluorescein indicators provide dist inct ly improved 
sensitivity (which is important in case of minute sensor size) because of the unsur-
passed sensitivity of luminescence. F ina l ly , luminescence offers a b r o a d variety of 
techniques i n c l u d i n g measurement of intensity, l ifetime, polar izat ion , energy transfer, 
and combinations thereof, since processes occurr ing in both the ground and the excit-
ed state can be monitored. 
There is a general trend visible now toward the use of longwave absorbing i n d i -
cator dyes for the fo l lowing reasons: 
1. Shortwave emit t ing light sources are expensive and often require high power, 
while L E D s as well as diode lasers are inexpensive, easy to dr ive , and require 
low power. 
2. Photodiodes are inexpensive photodetectors t h a t — u n l i k e P M T s — d o not require 
high voltage and display best sensit ivity in the ()()()- to c)()0-nin range (with 
exceptions). 
8. M a n v dves suffer from photobleaehing if exposed to blue or I V light. 
4 . O p t i c a l waveguides display measurable intrinsic absorption at below < 450 n m 
and this is part icular ly true for plastic waveguides: simultaneously, background 
luininescence iiKTeases. 
5 . Most b i o l o g i c a l matter has good p e r m e a b i l i t y for light at > 6 0 0 n m a n d 
< 000 nm only, so this is the w i n d o w at which in vivo sensors are preferably 
operated at. 
(). Scattering of light usually decreases with X"*. 
Consequently, present day fiber-optic chemical sensors preferably are based on 
L E D l ight sources, photodiode detectors, glass waveguides , a n d i n d i c a t o r dyes 
absorb ing in the 450- to 8 0 0 - n m range. 
8.1.1 pH Indicators 
These are mostly weak acids (less often, weak bases) whose color or fluorescence is 
different in the dissociated and the associated (protonated) form, respectively [1.5]. 
Figure 8.1 shows the p i I dependence of the excitation and emission spectra of the 
widely used fluorescent p H probe H P T S . It has two bands in the excitation spectrum, 
a fact that a l lows for two-wave length exc i ta t ion a n d hence in terna l referencing 
because the ratio of the fluorescence intensities obtained at an excitation of. for exam-
ple. 405 and 4()0 n m . is independent of dye concentration, the intensity of the light 
source, a n d the sensit ivity of the photodeteetor (unless they vary w i t h i n the time 
required for m a k i n g the two measurements). 
A n important parameter for characterization of a p i I indicator is its p K value 
(i.e.. the pi 1 at which the dye is present in the undissociated and the dissociated form 
at 5 0 % each). T h e p k . ( is the negative log of the b i n d i n g constant (which in turn is 
tin 4 inverse of the stability constant K . ) : 
p K a = - l o g ( [ l n ( L ] [ H + ] / [ H - hid]) (8.1) 
where [1l-Ind] represents the concentration of the undissociated indicator molecule 
while* [ h i d " ] denotes the concentration of the anion (the dissociated form which , in 
case of phenolic dyes, is more intensely colored), and [11+] is the concentration of pro-
tons (i.e.. the negative anti log of the p H ) . At the transition point of the titration curve. 
l ) l , = l ) K ; l -
A typical t itration plot as obtained from pH-dependent fluorescence emission 
spectra is shown in Figure 8.2. from which it is obvious that 1) pi I indicators are most 
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Figure 8.2 pH-Dependent fluorescence intensities ("titration plots") of the naphthofluorescein dye CNF (a) in 
dissolved form, (b) immobilized on cellulose, and (c) in a sol-gel. 
sensitive at p H s near the p K a , 2) their d y n a m i c Vange covers a p H range of a p p r o x i -
mately ( p K a +/— 1.5) units, a n d 3) the shape of the curve is different for the dissolved 
a n d i m m o b i l i z e d forms of the dye. 
The relation between p H , p K . and absorbanee (or fluorescence intensity) of the 
two species is given [5,6] by 
p H = p K a + log [ I n d - ] / [ H - Ind] (8.2) 
p K . s may be determined by spectrophotometry or fluorimetry f rom a t i trat ion plot 
us ing (8.3): 
PKa = pH - logiE, - EA)/(EB- EJ (8.3) 
where E is the absorbanee (or luminescence intensity) at a given wavelength and a 
certain |>I I. and A , and E/{ are the absorbances at this wavelength for the pure acid 
and base forms, respectively. The values E\ and Efi an* obtained bv ac( j i i ir ing the 
spectra of the indicator at pi Is of < (pK ( | — 2) and >(pK 4- 2). respect ivelv. 
The fact that optical pi I sensors measure over a l imited range of pi I is disad-
vantageous but inevitable in view of the mass action law that governs response (see 
(8.2)). No single indicators are available that allow measurements to be performed 
over the p M 1 to 13 range (as can electrodes). Rather, different indicators have to be 
employed. The most important range is the one in the near neutral (physiological) pi I 
range. However, few indicators only meet the requirements for use in pi 1 sensors for 
physiological samples. Desirable properties include 1) an appropriate p K a (7—8): 2) 
absorption/excitation m a x i m a at or above 4<~)() nm to allow the use of inexpensive 
waveguide optics and light sources: 3) high molar absorbanee: 4) photostabilitv and 
chemical s tabi l i ty : and 5) . ease of i m m o b i l i z a t i o n . Tables 8.1 and 8.2 summarize 
some of the more common absorption indicators which , however, if immobi l ized on a 
solid support, may undergo significant shifts in both their p K values (and. hence, pi I 
transition ranges) and-less so-their absorption m a x i m a . 
Fluorescent indicators have been appl ied more often than absorbance-based 
indicators in optical sensors ("optrodes ). The 7-1 Ivdroxv-coumarins are p i I indica-
tors for cell studies, but have found little appl icat ion in sensors because their spectral 
maxima are in the I V (or the blue) part of the spectrum. Fluoresceins, in contrast, 
form a widely used class of p i I probes. T h e i r popular i ty results from the close match 
Table 8.1 
Spectral Maxima (in nm) and pKa Values of the Common Absorbance-Based 
Indicators for Physiological pHs 
Indicator \nt(i.v of Acid/liasc Form 
Bromoth\ mo! blue +'*()/(> 17 I) At 
o-chloro|>henol-indoj>heuol r>r>.yo2."> 7.1 
(ihlorophcnol red -*<>()/.->:*<) <>.:* 
Dibromo-xylenol blue ca. 420/014 7 . 0 
(l-IUI|)htllp|-|>!)tllul<MM 42^/00« 0.7 and 7,() 
Neutral red .Y27/4r>:* NA and .V> 
Nitra/ine yellow 400/.VH) (>..") 
Palatine chrome black .")2()/()4i 
Phenol red 4:V2A*)7() 7.0 
Phenol t el rachloro-sullonapht ha lei n 7.0 
Solochrome violet RS r)i.-)/o()2 4..T). "A. o.:ir, 
Stvrvl acridine 4.")5/()a4 7.">() * 
* ill plasticized pvc. 
Table 8.2 
Selected Longwave Absorbing pH Indicators 
Indicator ('olor of \cid/liasc Form f)ka la fuc or pi I Hai/^c 
Melhvl violet \ello\\Vblue 0.0-1.0 
Malachite ii'reen \ellow/blue-irreen 0.2-1.8 
C o o l red Red/vellow 1.0-2.0 
m-cresol purple Red/yellow 1.2-2.8 
Brornophenol blue Yellow/blue 2.8-4.8 
(loniio red Blue/red :U)-~>.0 
Bromocresol ^reen Yellow/blue 4.0 
4-phen\ lazo-1 -uaplit h\ la mine Bed/yellow 4. ()-'). 0 
Bromocresol purple \ellow/purple 0.3 
Meia-cresol purple Yellow/purple 7.4-0.0 
4.4 /-bis(4-amino-1 -itaphtliN lazn)- Blue/ml 8.0-0.0 
2.2'-st ilbei led isul foliate 
\apht holbenzein Orange/blue 8.2-10.0 
Kth\ 1 his(2.4-dinilrophenvl)-acetate Blue/vellow 10..") 
Alizarin vellow R Yellow/red 10.0-12.0 
\liz.arin Red/purple 1 1.0-12.4 
liidiilttcarinine Blue/vellow 1 1.4-13.0 
let raet h\ 1 anilinesulfopht halein Blue/vellow 13.2 
of their absorpt ion wi th the emission of the blue L E D and the 4 8 8 - n m line of the 
argon laser and their a v a i l a b i l i t y in act ivated form (e.g.. F I T C ) . w h i c h facilitates 
covalenl i m m o b i l i z a t i o n . N o t w i t h s t a n d i n g their popular i ty , m a i n fluoresceins are 
poor p i I probes in h a v i n g smal l Stokes* shifts, over lapping p K s. and l imited photo-
stability. The spectral properties of fluoresceins are s imi lar to b i l i r u b i n and flavins, 
w h i c h therefore may interfere in blood and serum measurements. More longwave 
emit t ing fluoresceins therefore are preferred. Fable 8.8 lists the most common fluo-
resceins a long with their properties. T h e naphthofluoreseeins and the S N A R F and 
S . N A F L dyes have dual emissions, which enables dual-wavelength measurements. 
Most pi1 sensors have been obtained by i m m o b i l i z a t i o n of p i I indicators on 
h y d r o p h i l i e supports such as cellulose, where shifts in p K due to i m m o b i l i z a t i o n 
remain s m a l l . More recently, pi 1 sensors have been developed based on polymers like 
plast ic ized P Y C or polv urethane. Classical indicators are insoluble in such polymers, 
but have good solubi l i ty in water. In order to make pFI probes soluble in hydropho-
bic polymers, they have been made l ipophi l i c bv either e l iminat ing charged functions 
such as sulfo groups or bv introducing long a l k y l side chains to render them more 
l ipophi l i c . It is noted, however, that l ipophi l i c p i 1 indicators undergo massive shifts 
in their apparent p K w h e n incorpora ted in l i p o p h i l i c po lymers , as shown in 
Table 8.3 
Absorption and Emission Maxima (in nm) as Well as pKa Values 
of Various Fluoresceins 
KIT it a f ion/Km ission Maxima 
Indicator at pll 10 at pll :i 
Huoresrein 2 2. 4.4. 0.7 400/520 ») 
Kosin 3 25. 3.(30 518/550 400/53() 
2'.7'-diehlorofluorescein 0 5. 3.5. 5.0 502/520 400/520 
l)imelh\Irhodole Ci i. 0.0 510/545 i») 
5(0)-earl >ox\ - fluorescein a l . 0.4 505/530 .'-) 
•")(())-ca rboxv-eosin Ci x. 3.0 525/500 405/540 
Carboxy naphthofluoreseein Ci x. 7.0 500/005 510/505 
SNARP> Ci x. 7.0 500/025 530/575 
SNA P L ' } Ci x. 7.0. 7.3 550/020 515/540 
Vita blue Ci i. 7.5 010/005 524/570 
a) No fluorescence. 
h) A hybrid between fluorescein and rhodamine. 
c) Registered trade name of Molecular Probes. Inc. (Kujjene. OR). 
Figure 8.3 for a pH-sensi t ive membrane made from plast ic ized polvurethane hydro-
gel. S u c h sensors are par t icular ly easy to fabricate because they can be deposited as 
th i n films from respective solutions ("cocktails*') by conventional techniques. 
8.1.2 Effects of Ionic Strength on pKas 
The ionic strength dependence of p H optrodes represents the major l imi ta t ion for pre-
cise optical determination of p H [5-9] . The effect of ionic strength on a typical t i t ra-
t ion plot is given in F igure 8.4. T h e m a i n sources of error are the effects of ionic 
strength and dissolved polyeleetrolvtes (viz. proteins), of added solvent, and of sur-
face structural effects of optrodes. It has been concluded [7] that for thermodynamic 
reasons neither optical nor electrochemical sensors can measure p H precisely, but 
that, on grounds of error m i n i m i z a t i o n in electrodes, the electrochemical measure-
ments of ion activities are superior to the opt ica l . 
8.1.3 Metal Chelators 
There are m a n y types of dyes that form colored complexes (chelates) w i t h metal ions 
[1-3] a n d therefore may be employed as indicators i n opt ical sensors. H o w e v e r the 
color reaction must be sufficiently selective a n d the value of the stability constant of 
the complex formed should be such as to m a k e the reaction reversible in order to 
make the device a sensor rather than a single-shot probe. This appears to be a prob-
lem w i t h most sensors for heavy metals [10]. 
spectra titration plot 
Figure 8.3 Titration plot di-iodofluorescein octadecylester incorporated into a membrane of polyurethane 
(plasticized with 66% NPOE). The apparent pKQ value is 7.3 (as opposed to ca. 4.2 in water). 
Figure 8.4 (a) Effect of ionic strength (NaCl in concentrations from 0.10 to 0.20 mM) on the work function 
of a pH sensor (S2) and (b) effect on the accuracy of the measurement. 
Metal indicators arc usually salts of polvbasic acids, w h i c h change color when 
the aciditv of the solut ion is var ied. It is therefore mandatory to buffer the p H of the 
sample solution when an indicator of this type is used. The* theoretical basis ol the use 
of metal indicators can be discussed in terms of the so-cal led condi t ional constant A v 
(8.4). W h e n a metal ion M reacts wi th an indicator in a molar ratio of 1:1. 
Ks= [M~ lnd]/([.l/ /][Ind /]) (8.-+) 
where [bid' ] denotes the concentrat ion of the indicator, w h i c h is not b o u n d in the 
complex l / - l n d . and the concentrat ion of the metal ion that is not bound to the 
indicator as ( l / - l n d ) . In view of (8.2). A r a n be highly p H - d e p e n d e n l . A more exten-
sive theoretical treatment can be found in [1]. 
Excellent textbooks and reviews on metal chelators are avai lable [1 -8] . so there 
is no need to go into detai l . T h e state of the art in opt ical p r o b i n g of heavy metals has 
been reviewed [10]. Several manufacturers offer optical strip tests with reflect omet-
ric readout, but al l act irreversibly. There is an obvious lack of optical indicators for 
a lka l i and earth a l k a l i ions to work at near neutral p H . In view of the tremendous 
interest i n sensing these species in c l in ica l samples, alternative approaches have been 
made, w h i c h shall be discussed next. 
8.1.4 Crown Ether Dyes (Chromoionophors) 
T h i s class of indicators dyes has attracted part icular attention wi th respect to sensing 
a l k a l i ions [ 1 1 - 1 5 ] . C l u o m o i o n o p h o r e s incorporate two functions in one molecule, 
namely 1) that of a c rown ether (or a more complex b i n d i n g site) capable of b i n d i n g 
a l k a l i or a lkal ine earth ions (but also certain main group metal ions), and 2) thai of 
a c h r o m o p h o r e that is des igned to b r i n g about specif ic co lor changes. T h e ehro-
m o p h o r i c groups c a n bear one or more dissociable protons or can be n o n i o n i c 
(F igure 8 .5) . In the former, the ion exchange between the proton and appropriate 1 
metal cations causes the color to change, while in the latter the coordinat ion of the 
metal ion to the c h r o m o p h o r i e donor of the dye molecule induces a change of the 
charge transfer ( C T ) b a n d of the dye. If complexat ion is associated wi th the release 
of a proton, the sensor obviously w i l l have a pH-dependent response. 
In the above ( IT-based systems, charges are shi f ted a l o n g the conjugated 
• -bonds of a chromophore or l luorophore . A n alternative sensing scheme has been 
descr ibed that relies on an effect ca l led p h o t o i n d u c e d electron transfer 
( P E T ) [10—20]. In such systems, an electron is shifted f rom a tertiary nitrogen atom 
to a l luorophore through space (not a long a chemical bond) as shown in Figure 8.0 
(with an anthracene moiety act ing as the fluorophore). T h i s photo induced process-
whieh can only be observed in fluorescence-is suppressed if the free electrons of the 
nitrogen atom are b locked by b i n d i n g to an ion such as potassium, or bv a proton. 
T h i s is a most p r o m i s i n g and widely applicable 4 sensing scheme. 
8.1.5 Chelators for Calcium and Magnesium 
In recent years. Indicator dyes have been developed for the c l i i i i ca l lv important b iva-
lent cations c a l c i u m and magnesium [4.21]. w h i c h are different f rom previous probes 
in that thev chelate at physiological p H and in the concentrat ion encountered in prac-
tice (see (8.4)). Hence, thev meet the need for m o n i t o r i n g c a l c i u m or magnes ium at 
physiological p l l and over a wide range of concentrations. 
8.1.6 Potential-Sensitive Dyes 
These comprise 4 a quite different class of dves that respond to transport processes 
occurr ing at a sensor/sample interface [22]. T h u s , thev do not direct ly report the con-
centration or an activity of a chemical species. T h e y provide an interesting alterna-
tive to sensors based on conventional chromogenie chelators. Potential-sensit ive dves 
(PSDs) (also referred to as polarity-sensit ive dyes) are usually placed directly at the 
site where a "potential is created by chemical means, usual ly via an ion carrier (such 
as va l inomvcin) incorporated into a l ip id membrane . 
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Figure 8.6 Chemical structure of a crowned fluorophore which, dissolved in methanol, on addition 
of 10 mM of sodium acetate gives a sixfold increase in fluorescence intensity. [Source: [20].) 
T h e response of P S D s to electrolytes [22-26] is based on one or more of the fo l -
l o w i n g effects: 1) a field-dependent dis t r ibut ion of the dye between regions of differ-
ent p o l a r i t y w i t h i n the l i p i d m e m b r a n e , resu l t ing i n a s o l v a t o c h r o m i c effect: 
2) changes i n the otherwise homogeneous dis tr ibut ion of the fluorophore w i t h i n the 
membrane when an electric field is created, leading, for example, to aggregation and 
sel f -quenching; 3) the Stark effect (i.e., a change in the absorption and emission spec-
t r u m of a fluorophore when an external field is appl ied) ; a n d 4) potent ia l - induced 
changes in the solvatation of the dye. T h e exact mechanisms of P S D - b a s e d sensors 
(and the relative contributions of the above effects) are not clear yet. 
F igure 8.7 gives a schematic representation of the mechanisms occurr ing at 
the sensor/sample interface of a sensor membrane that fu l ly reversibly responds to 
potass ium ion. The dye is redistributed and undergoes a change i n its microenviron-
ment as a result of the transport of a cation into the membrane. Obviously, the k i n d 
of charge of the ion plays an import ant role in this process. It is assumed that the 
major effect results f rom the displacement of the P S D f rom an environment where it 
is strongly fluorescent to an environment where it is less fluorescent (or vice versa). 
Another parameter to be considered is the hydrophi l i c i ty/l ipophi l i c i ty balance 
( H L B ) of the sensor membrane and the dye contained i n it. If both the P S D a n d the 
polymer are highly l ipophi l i c , the P S D w i l l not be displaced into the direction of the 
aqueous sample and hence w i l l not undergo a significant spectral change. T h e same 
is true if both are highly hydrophi l i c . It follows that the choice of the appropriate H L B 
of P S D and polymer dictates the relative signal change of such sensors. 
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Figure 8.7 Schematic of the dye distribution in a sensor based on the use of a PSD (a) before and (b) after 
potassium ion has been carried from the water phase into the membrane phase. 
T h e rhodamine dyes comprise an important class of cat ionic P S D s and have 
been used in sensors for a lkal i ions [22.25]. They are nontoxic and highly fluorescent. 
A c r i d i n e Orange [23] and certain inerocyanines [25.20] have been used as wel l . The 
preferred polymers are plast ic ized P Y C . certain P Y C - P Y A - P Y A c copolymers , and 
po 1 v11 ret bane hy< 1 r< )geIs. 
8.1.7 Quenchable Fluorophores 
Both the fluorescence intensity and the decay time of certain fluorophores are reduced 
in the presence of so-cal led d y n a m i c quenchers [27 .28] , T h e process of d y n a m i c 
quenching is fully reversible (i.e.. the dye is not consumed in a chemical reaction). 
Hence , quenchable f luorophores comprise an i m p o r t a n t class of indica tors for 
reversible sensing. In the case of d y n a m i c q u e n c h i n g , the in terac t ion between 
quencher (analyte) and fluorophore is in the excited state only. The relation between 
luminescence intensity (/) and decay time (T) on one side, and analyte concentration 
on the other is described by the Stern-Yolmer equation (8.5) 
(/,// - 1) = ( T , / T - 1) = Ksy[Q] = Ktf • T „ • [Q] (8.5) 
where I() and / are the luminescence intensities in the absence and presence, respec-
tively, of the quencher () present in concentration [Q]. x() and X are the luminescence 4 
decay times in the absence and presence, respectively, of quencher (A A s / is the over-
a l l (S tern-Yolmer) quenching constant, and K( is the b imolecular q u e n c h i n g con-
stant. At higher quencher concentrations. S tern-Volmer plots tend to deviate f rom l i n -
earity. F igure 8.8 gives t y p i c a l S t e r n - V o l n i e r prof i les of the q u e n c h i n g of the 
luminescence of a dye by oxygen in various polymers. 
Oxygen is k n o w n to be a notorious quencher of luminescence, and this is wide-
ly exploited for sensing purpose's [28-35] . Interferences bv ionic species can be e l i m -
inated by i m m o b i l i z i n g the fluorophore in ion- impermeable materials such as silicone 
or polystyrene. T h i s is discussed in more detail in the section on oxygen sensors. Other 
d y n a m i c quenchers of luminescence inc lude b r o m i d e a n d iodide [30] . ha lot banc 
(which quenches by virtue of the so-called heavy atom effect of bromine) [37]. and 
the transit ion metals (which quench due to the presence of unpaired spins) [10.38] . 
8.2 POLYMERIC SUPPORTS AND COATINGS 
Polymer chemistry forms an integral part of sensor technology since a l l "chemistr ies" 
rely on the use of one of the many polymers and related supports. In indicator-based 
sensing schemes, polymers are expected to be optical ly inert. T h e i r funct ion is that of 
1) a solid support onto w h i c h indicator dyes are being i m m o b i l i z e d and 2) a mater i -
al possessing a certain permeation selectivity for the species of interest while rejecting 
others. The choice of polymer is m a i n l y dictated by the above considerations, but also 
— • — silicone 
— • — PVC 
- a — ethylcellulose 
— polystyrene 
oxygen pressure (Torr) 
Figure 8.8 Stern-Volmer plots of the quenching by oxygen of the luminescence of ruthenium-tris(dpp) per-
chlorate dissolved in various polymers [29]. 
bv the polymer's compat ib i l i ty with the sample (e.g.., b lood) . Polymer properties are 
compi led in various books and reviews —f5] to which reference is made. 
T h e choice of polymer material has a pronounced effect on the performance of 
the sensor. T h e response time, for example, w i l l be governed by the diffusion coeffi-
cients of gases or ions, and the quenching efficiency by both the diffusion and solu-
bi l i ty of the analvte in the polymer. Solubi l i ty and diffusion coefficients for various 
gas/polymer combinat ions have been c o m p i l e d [-+()—f8]. However, numerous new 
materials are available for which data are scarce. It is also k n o w n that copolymers and 
polymer mixtures do not necessarily display the properties that may be expected from 
averaging the data of the pure components. 
Cer ta in polymers such as polystyrenes and polyesters display intrinsic fluores-
cence under I V exci tat ion, whi le poly (v iny l chlor ides) , poly (v iny l alcohols) , and 
polvsiloxanes are fa ir ly "c lean." Most organic polymers have added plasticizers to 
make them softer and more permeable. A m o n g these, esters of phthal ic ac id are flu-
orescent under I V excitation and can give rise to a considerable background signal . 
N P O F . in t u r n , is a plast ie izer w i d e l y used in electrodes but acts as a d y n a m i c 
quencher of the luminescence of many luminescent indicators. 
8.2.1 Silicones 
Silicones have unique properties [46.49-51] in possessing a higher permeabil i ty for 
most gases ( inc luding water vapor! ) than any other polymer, but being impermeable 
to ions, i n c l u d i n g the proton. The selectivity of sensors for carbon dioxide , for exam-
ple, results from the fact that interfering protons do not pass hydrophobic membranes 
and therefore cannot interact wi th a dissolved p H indicator. 
Silicones also have excellent optical and mechanical properties, and unique gas 
solubil i ty. In case of oxygen, it exceeds a l l other polymers . N u m e r o u s silicone pre-
polymers are commercial ly available and al low easy manufac tur ing of membranes, 
emulsions, suspensions, or other k inds of sensing chemistries. One can differentiate 
between one-component and two-component silicone prepolymers. T h e former cure 
i n the presence of moisture (e.g., i n air) by sp l i t t ing off acetic a c i d , methanol , or 
amines (which are bases!). In two-component prepolvmers, a catalyst is added to one 
component i n order to cause an addi t ion reaction of component A to component B to 
give a long chain polymer. The catalyst is usually contained i n one of the prepolymers. 
Some catalysts have been found to act as quenchers of the fluorescences of charged 
indicators. M a n y silicones are of the room-temperature v u l c a n i z i n g ( R T V ) type, and 
the respective prepolvmers may be dissolved in aprotic solvents such as toluene or 
chloroform. T h i s greatlv facilitates handl ing . 
N o t w i t h s t a n d i n g their advantages in terms of p e r m e a b i l i t y and p e r m -
selectivity, silicones, once formed, do not easily lend themselves to surface modi f i ca -
t i o n . Hence , eovalent i m m o b i l i z a t i o n of indica tors on cured s i l icone r u b b e r is 
extremely dif f icult . Moreover, silicones have l imi ted compat ib i l i ty w i t h other po ly-
mers and are difficult to glue onto many other materials (with the notable exception 
of glass, which lias excellent adhesion to R T V silicones). As a matter of fact, certain 
sensor types described in the literature and based on silicone rubber materials in c o m -
b ina t ion w i t h other mater ia ls have extremely poor l o n g - t e r m s tabi l i ty because of 
mater ia l incompat ib i l i ty , par t i cu lar ly i f stored in buffer. F i n a l l y , sil icones are very 
good solvents for most gases inc luding oxvgen. This may lead to a depletion of gas 
when (lie sample volume comes to lie below the hundredfo ld volume of the sensing 
layer. 
The m a i n appl icat ion of silicone materials is in sensors for oxygen and other 
uncharged quenchers such as stil fur dioxide and chlorine, and as gas-permeable cov-
ers in sensors for carbon dioxide or a m m o n i a . Silicones cannot be easily plast ic ized 
by convent ional plast icizers , but form copolymers that may be used instead [52] . 
Blackened silicone is a most useful material for optical ly isolat ing gas sensors in order 
to m a k e them insensitive to the optical properties of the sample [30]. 
8.2.2 Other Hydrophobic Polymers 
P o l y (v iny l chloride) ( P V C ) . polyethylene, po 1 y (t et ra f I no roet h y le ne) ( P T F E ) , po ly -
styrene, a n d ethylcellulose comprise another group of hydrophobic materials that effi-
c iently reject ionic species. Except for polystyrene, they are di f f icul t to chemical ly 
modi fy so that their funct ion is confined to that of a "solvent for indicators, or as a 
gas-permeable cover. However , the dif fusion of analytes through, and the solubil i ty of 
gases in such membranes is quite different f rom silicones a n d results i n drastical ly 
l imited quenching constants. 
Plast ic ized P V C is the preferred matr ix for ion sensors ( inc luding p H sensors) if 
provided w i t h a carrier (such as a crown ether). Unless plast ic ized. P V C is not suit-
able for ion-sensing purposes. Useful plast icizers inc lude D O S (dioctyl-sebacate) , 
T O P ( t r i o c t y l - p h o s p h a t e ) , D O P ( d i o e t y l - p h t h a l a t e ) , N P O E ( n i t r o - p h e n y l - o e t y l -
ether). a n d related long chain esters and ethers. Plasticizers are added in fractions up 
to 0 0 % [22 -25 ] , and this can completely modi fy quenching constants and b i n d i n g 
constants. Since N P O E is a notorious quencher of luminescence, trifluoromet hy I - P O E 
and c y a n o - P O E (both of w h i c h do not quench due to the lack of nitro groups) have 
been suggested as alternatives [53], the former being commercia l ly available. Water-
equi l ibrated thin fi lms of plasticized P V C , in fact, are not a homogeneous m e d i u m but 
rat Iter m a y be imagined as a inhomogeneous system resembling a microemuls ion as 
shown i n Figure 8.9. 
P V C is soluble in T H E solvent only, and this represents a major disadvantage 
in view of the toxicity and f lammabi l i ty of T H E Modi f ied P V C ( P V C - C P , a copoly-
mer of p o l y ( v i n y l chlor ide) , polv(vinvI alcohol) and p o l y ( v i n v l acetate) is a useful 
alternative to P V C since it is soluble in the m u c h less toxic solvent ethyl acetate, but 
otherwise displays very s imi lar properties. F inal ly , c a r b o x y - P V C ( P Y C - C O O H ) is a 
commercia l ly available P V C copolymer containing free - C O O H groups and has been 
used for i m m o b i l i z i n g amines such as proteins [54]. 
Polystyrene (PS) has been used in sensors for oxygen [35] because the quench-
ing constants are much smaller in PS than in silicone, which is advantageous in the 
case of luminescent probes w i t h very long decay times (which makes them extremely 
sensitive to oxygen). P S is soluble in various organic solvents, i n c l u d i n g ethyl acetate 
and toluene. Polystyrene may be plasticized bv the same materials as are P V C and 
P V C - C P 
8.2.3 Silica Materials 
Class is widely used for manufac tur ing optical fibers. It is unique in terms of mechan-
ical stability, optical transparency, and complete impermeabi l i ty to any analyte. Aside 
from their function as a waveguide, glass fibers also have served as mechanical sup-
ports. T h e i r surface mav be made either hvdrophi l i c or hydrophobic bv treatment 
with a proper surface modif icat ion reagent [55.50]. Surface derivati/ation is usually 
performed with reagents such as atnino-propvl- tr iethoxvsi lane. which introduces fret* 
amino groups onto the surface of glass to which dves or proteins mav be eovalentlv 
attached. (Mass does not measurably swell, but is difficult to handle in view of its brit -
tleness. M a n y polymers have poor long-term adhesion to glass, which should be kept 
in m i n d when designing integrated optical chemical sensors. 
Sol-gels form an attractive alternative to conventional glass [33.57] . T h e y are 
obta ined bv h v d r o l v t i c po lvcondensat ion of tetraethoxvsi lane ( T E O S ) or related 
materials to give a fairly inert inorganic glassy matrix whose porosity and size of pore 
network can be varied to a wide degree bv polymerizat ion conditions, i n c l u d i n g time, 
pi1 . temperature, and silane:water ratios. Numerous organic dyes have been incorpo-
rated into sol-gel glasses at room-temperature conditions. Sol-gels support the trans-
port of small molecules. Because thev have no absorption in the near I \ and visible. 
so l -ads a i r wel l -sui ted lor fabrication of dyed materials in the form of films, fibers, 
or monol i ths . 
8.2.4 Hydrophilic Supports 
I l y d r o p h i l i c supports are characterized by a large number of hvdrogen-br idging func-
tions such as hydroxy, amino , or carboxamide groups, or bv anionic groups (mainly 
carhoxy and sulfo) l inked to the polymer backbone, Typica l examples are the poly-
saccharides (celluloses), polyacrylates. polyacrylamides . polvimines . polyglycols. and 
the variety of so-cal led hydrogels. Depending on the degree of polymerizat ion and 
cross l inking. they are water soluble or water insoluble. A l l swell in water. T h r o u g h -
out, they are easily penetrated by aqueous solutions and display poor compat ib i l i ty 
with hydrophobic polymers such as silicone and polystyrene. Most hydrophi l i c poly-
mer membranes are easily penetrated by both charged and uncharged low molecular 
weight analytes. but not by large proteins. 
Cellulose in either the bead or membrane form has found widespread appl i ca -
tion as a support for indicators [4 .3 ( ) .58-04] . The ease of penetration by water results 
in short response times. Cellulose membranes as thin as 0 run a re commercia l ly a v a i l -
able, but require careful handl ing [02.03]. Beads are easier to handle, and after dye-
ing can be i m m o b i l i z e d in a hydrogel matrix [04]. Aside from pla in membranes, cel-
lulose b o u n d to polyester also is commerc ia l ized and has found appl ica t ion to p H 
sensing [02 .03] . In addi t ion to cellulose, other polysaccharides i n c l u d i n g dextrans 
and agarose have been used for dye immobi l iza t ion to produce sensing chemistries for 
water-soluble analytes. but with no obvious advantages oxer cellulose. A l l saccharides 
are readily populated bv bacteriae and algae. 
C h e m i c a l m o d i f i c a t i o n of cel lulose bv i n t r o d u c i n g either h y d r o p h i l i c or 
l ipophi l i c groups results in entirely different but extremely useful materials. C e l l u -
loses also may be rendered with charged groups so to make them ion-exchangers. 
Such mater ia ls an* offered by var ious manufac turers , albeit o p t i m i z e d for c h r o -
matography purposes. \\ hen cellulose membranes dry out. they become very brittle 
and an* difficult to handle*. Once dry. cellulose requires a considerable time to com-
pletely rehydrate and thereby undergoes considerable swel l ing , result ing in signal 
drift . Both tin* swel l ing rate and the hydrat ion number art* p i l -dcpcndent . 
Polyacrylamides (PA As) . poly(hydroxyethyl acrylate) (poly- l 1 E M A ) . poly (vinyl 
alcohols). po ly(\inyl pyrrol idones) . p o k methanes, and polyglycols [3 ().-+0.43.05] are 
good p o l y m e r i c solvents for a n u m b e r of indicators , but are water-soluble unless 
crossl inked. T h e y can be retained on a support bv cellulosic membranes, but dissolve 
quite an amount of water when in contact with aqueous samples. Cross l inked PA As 
form mechanical ly stable* and water-insoluble supports that art* easily handled and 
chemical ly modif ied, but lack the gootl permeabil i ty of cellulose. PA As are also a v a i l -
able in bead form, and their surface can easily be modif ied bv functional groups such 
as carhoxy or pr imary amine. However, an excess of these functions mav 1) introduce 
a considerable buffer capacity, resulting in very long response time at the respective 
p i I range a n d 2) establish an undesired D o n n a n potential . 
I Ivdrogels are crossl inked macromolecular networks swollen in water or biolog-
ical f luids a n d possess excellent b iocompat ib i l i tv . probably due to their high water 
content and special surface properties [65,60] . Thev are well -suited for p H and ion 
sensing, but covalent i m m o b i l i z a t i o n of indicator dyes is more tedious. 
8.2.5 Diffusion and Permeation of Gases Through Polymers 
T h e most important parameters for characterizat ion of diffusion and permeation of 
gases through polymers are the dif fusion coefficient ZA the gas solubi l i ty >>. and the 
permeat ion coefficient P. T h e permeat ion of smal l molecules through flawless and 
pinhole-free polymers occurs through consecutive steps of solution of a perineant in 
the polymer, and di f fus ion of the dissolved perinea nt through the inner free volume 
of the polymer, so that 
P = D-S (8.0) 
T h e temperature coefficients of P , D. and S can be represented i n A r r h e n i u s -
type equations: 
P = P0-exp(-Ep/RT) (8.7) 
D = D0-exp(-En/RT) (8.8) 
S = S0 • exp(-A//,//tT) (8.9) 
where Ep a n d En are the respective a c t i v a t i o n energies, and A / / s is the so lu t ion 
enthalpy. P e r m e a b i l i t y P generally decreases with increasing density of the polymer, 
its erystal l inity. a n d orientat ion. (Crosslinking a polymer reduces P . as do added fillers 
(such as si l icagel) . whi le a d d i n g plasticizers can increase it. H u m i d i t y increases the P 
of some h y d r o p h i l i c p o l y m e r s . P e r m e a t i o n coeff ic ients for n u m e r o u s gases can 
be f o u n d i n a useful c o m p i l a t i o n [40], a n d typica l so lubi l i ty data are c o m p i l e d in 
Table 8.4. 
It should be stated at this point that polymers are not ideal solvents, and that 
indica tor dyes incorporated into polymers in almost any case have t h e r m o d y n a m i c 
Table 8.4 
Solubility S (in 10"6 mol • N" 1 • m~]) of Simple Gases in Polymers at Room Temperature 
Polymer / lydrogett Methane Aifrosfeti Oxygen COL, Hater lapor 
Pol\ (vin\I chloride) 12.0 70 11.0 13 214 30.200 
Polycarbonate 0.3 — — 2 58 758 
Polystyrene — — — 25 200 — 
Poly(etl«yl — — 34.0 38 500 110.000 
methacrx late) 
Pol\ et livlene — 40 10.0 21 116 — 
(il(). c ')H) 
Polyethylene — 23 5.4 8 0 — 
(d 0.040) 
|>T|'K* — — 0.7 1.3 5 — 
Natural rnhher 17.0 — 25.0 50 401 — 
Silicone rubber** 33.0 — 80.0 13(3 310 Nigh 
* Tellon. 
* * Containing ]()% (NV/w) filler. 
properties (such as p K a values, lifetimes, or quenching constants) that are different 
from the respective data in solution. T h i s represents a serious challenge in the design 
of materials for use in optical chemical sensors. 
8.3 IMMOBILIZATION TECHNIQUES 
l ; ollo\\ing the choice of ind ica tor and p o l y m e r i c suppor t , the next step in sensor 
design involves i m m o b i l i z a t i o n of the dye in-or on-a support to result in the so-cal led 
sensing chemistry or w o r k i n g chemistry. Three methods are important for the prepa-
ration of sensing chemistries, v iz . . mechanica l , electrostatic, and covalent i m m o b i -
l izat ion. Several reviews cover all aspects of the chemistry and physics of i m m o b i l i z e d 
reagents and dyes, proteins, and even whole cells [00,01,07.08] . Immobi l iza t ion of 
dyes is not confined to reactions occurr ing in aqueous solutions, and may involve sev-
eral steps. However , the i m m o b i l i z a t i o n chemistry should be kept as l imi ted as possi-
ble, and procedures g i v i n g high yields at m i l d reaction condit ions are h ighly pre-
ferred. I m m o b i l i z a t i o n of most dves results in a change of their spectra l 
characteristics. p K . t values, b i n d i n g constants, a t id- in p a r t i c u l a r - d y n a m i c quenching 
constants. The changes reflect the various interactions that occur between neighbor-
ing dye molecules in . or on . the polymer, interactions between dyes and polymer, a n d 
electronic effects of covalent bonds on the ehroniophor. 
8.3.1 Mechanical and Physical Immobilization 
Methods for mechanical (physical) immobi l i za t ion include 1) adsorption. 2) inclusion 
of dves into spheres that thev cannot leave (for example, into the void volume of po ly -
mers [0 ()]) inside microspheres or the inner d o m a i n s of sol-gels [33 .57 .70] or 
zeolites [71]: and 3) dissolution of indicators in a polymeric "solvent. Adsorpt ion is 
the most s imple technique, but of l i m i t e d p r a c t i c a b i l i t y . W h i l e m a n v proteins , 
l ipophi l ic dves. plasticizers and detergents adsorb very well on moderately polar sur-
faces such as polystyrene, thev also are slowly washed out into samples or bul le ts and 
tend to diffuse into other materials. 
Mechanical immobi l iza t ion is more attractive. A good example is provided by 
the incorporat ion of cationie oxygen probes into silicone rubber, when* they do not 
dissolve because of their positive charge. To overcome this problem, they were first 
absorbed onto silica gel particles, which then were dispersed into silicone prepolymer. 
w h i c h in turn was cured iti air [72]. Alternatively, they may be deposited on fillers 
contained in silicones [73]. In another example, it has been shown [00] that copoly-
merizat ion of aervlainide with methvlene-bis(aervlamide) in the presence of phenol 
red leads to microspheres wi th the dye f i rmly bound to the polymer. S u c h nondif -
fusible forms of p i I i n d i c a t i n g dyes are obtained bv emuls ion eopolvmer izat ion of 
phenol red w i t h aqueous aervlainide in the presence of emulsif ier and toluene under 
nitrogen to give microspheres that are useful for optical p i 1 sensing. 
Another method of immobi l iza t ion involves the use of indicators that are h i g h -
ly l ipophi l i c and hence dissolve in l ipophi l ic polymers from which they are not read-
i ly washed out because of their m u c h belter solubi l i ty in the l ipophi l i c phase. T y p i c a l 
examples inc lude oxygen-sensi t ive po lymers i n c o r p o r a t i n g l i p o p h i l i c n o n i o n i c 
dyes [34 .35] . l i p o p h i l i c p l l indicators dissolved in plas t i c ized P V C [ 7 4 - 7 0 ] and 
l ipophi l i c ion pairs (i.e.. a pair of positively and a negatively charged organic species, 
one of which is an indicator) [30,77.78] . Such coatings are part icular ly easy to make 
and highly reproducible because fabrication only i n v o k e s dissolution of the* dye in a 
polymer solution, and casting this "cocktail onto the surface of a waveguide. H o w -
ever, dves may slow lv diffuse into other materials wherein their solubi l i ty is better. 
8.3.2 Electrostatic Immobilization 
If a surface of a rigid support contains charged functions (such as sidfo groups or 
quaternized a m m o n i u m groups)., it is capable of b i n d i n g ions of opposite charge. S u l -
fonated polystyrene, for instance, binds cations with v a r y i n g affinity. T h i s effeel is 
widely used for separation of anions or cations from a solution, and for enrichment of 
traces of ions. Cations subsequently may be displaced from the solid phase by strong 
acid, and anions bv strong base. M a n y indicators are either cations or anions, and 
consequently may be i m m o b i l i z e d this way. 
Ion exchangers are commercial ly available and may be classified into "strong 
and "weak forms. This refers to the affinity of the material for the respective cations 
or anions. Both membrane- and bead-type ion exchangers are available. In order to 
firm I v b i n d organic ions, the use of strong ion exchangers is preferred in order to pre-
vent washout over time. Typica l examples of indicators immobi l ized this way include 
b r o m o t h y m o l blue (on anionic polystyrene) [79.80] and 11vdroxvpvrene-1risuIfonate 
on cat ionic stvrene [81]. 
The major advantages of electrostatic immobi l iza t ion are the ease of the proce-
dure and its reproducibi l i ty . Dye loading can be easily governed by the time of i m m o -
b i l i z a t i o n . The fabricat ion is very simple in that the charged polymer is immersed, for 
a defined per iod of time, into a solution of the dve. Because the indicator molecules are 
situated at sites on the surface of the polymer that are easily accessible to protons, but 
often not easily accessible to proteins, the corresponding p i I sensors are said to dis-
play no protein error [81]. M a n y ion exchange materials show p i {-dependent swell ing 
and this may cause slow drifts in intensity and. even worse, the work funct ion. 
8.3.3 Chemical (Covalent) Immobilization 
Covalent i m m o b i l i z a t i o n is the preferred method because it results in dyes that are 
f i rmly b o u n d , via a covalent b o n d , to the polymer backbone and hence cannot be 
washed out by a sample. O n the other side, the methods are more tedious than previ -
ous ones in that they require the presence of reactive groups on both the dye and the 
polymer, and at least one must be activated to freely undergo a chemical reaction wi th 
the partner. Numerous methods of surface modif icat ion (and activation) of polymers 
exist and can yield materials capable of covalentIv b i n d i n g indicators via their reac-
tive groups. Wi th respect to reproducibi l i ty , it is preferred, though, to make use of pre-
activated commercia l materials. Excellent reviews ha\e been given on the i m m o b i -
l ization of metal chelators on cellulose [()()] and of p H indicators on various materials 
i n c l u d i n g celluloses for use in optical - f iber sensors [01]. A m o n g those, we find the 
Remazol procedure (which is the preferred method for m a k i n g commercial p i I paper 
strips) to give best results in case of celluloses [02] and related hydroxy polymers. The 
respective chemical bonds are shown in f i g u r e 8.10. 
(lovalent surface modif icat ion of quartz , sol-gel. silica gel, conventional glass, 
and even metals such as iron and p la t inum, and elemental carbon, is almost exclu-
sively performed with reagents of the type (RO). jSi-R' . with R being ethyl or methyl , 
and IT being 3 -aminopropyI . 3 - c h l o r o p r o p y l . 3-glvcidyIoxy. v i n y l , or a long chain 
amine [55 .50 .82] . A n alternative reaction sequence that introduces amino groups 
involves the use of e p i c h l o r l i y d r i n e (which reacts wi th hydroxy groups) and then 
a m m o n i a . T h e resulting materials then are easily reacted with the indicator or pep-
tide to be i m m o b i l i z e d . Porous glass with various types of 'organofunctional extension 
arms is commerc ia l ly available and has been widely used for the design of waveguide 
biosensors. 
f r o m o u r experience, the recommended procedure for i m m o b i l i z i n g dyes 
possessing - C O O H groups onto a m i n o - m o d i f i e d surfaces is v ia the N - h v d r o x y -
s u c c i n i i n i d o v l ( N l I S ) esters of carboxvl i c acids, w h i c h is highly reproducible and 
proceeds under control led and moderate conditions at room temperature. It is also 
recommended to use spacer groups (of a typ ica l length of b ca rbon atoms) when 
i m m o b i l i z i n g dyes or prteins so as to m i n i m i z e undesired interactions between dye 
and support . A final method of i m m o b i l i z a t i o n of dyes is based on photopolymer iza-
tion of dye-doped monomers , or by eopolymer iz ing dyes possessing po lymer izab le 
groups with a monomer, typical ly aervlainide [6 ( ) ,83,84]. 
8.4 pH SENSORS 
The k i n d of p H optrodes covered in this section is based on pH-dependent changes of 
the optical properties of an indicator-dyed layer attached to the tip or surface of an 
optical l ightguide through which these changes are detected. T h e dye reversibly inter-
acts wi th the protons of the sample to result in a pH-dependent absorpt ion, reflection, 
or fluorescence. A selection of suitable dyes is given i n Section 8 .1 .1 . . whi le suitable 
polymers are discussed in Section 8.2. Because the indicator dye and the sample are 
in different phases, there is necessarily a mass transfer step required before a constant 
signal is obtained. T h i s leads to relatively long response times. Photobleaching and 
leaching, interferences bv ambient l ight, nonideal optoelectronic equipment , the lack 
of violet L E D s , a n d inexpensive blue lasers are further problems encountered i n 
development of fiber-optic p H sensors. 
N u m e r o u s optical sensors for p H have been reported [5,64]. They differ m a i n l y 
in the k i n d of chemical transducer and the optical sensing scheme employed. Most 
work so far was on sensors for physiological p i Is (i.e., from 5 to 8). In the past years, 
how ever, the w o r k i n g range has been extended to other p H s as needed in certain indus-
tr ial appl icat ions because it has been recognized that p l l optrodes have the potential 
of b e c o m i n g useful in special fields of appl icat ion where potentiometrie methods fai l 
or because they can offer considerable economic and s a m p l i n g advantages. 
O n e of the l i m i t a t i o n s of o p t i c a l sensors is their sensi t ivi ty to changes i n 
i o n i c s trength (IS: a parameter for total ion concentrat ion) at constant p H (see 
Sec t ion 8 .1 .2 ) . T h e error in p i I measurement caused by the IS of a sample also 
depends on the charge of the dye and is largest if the IS of the ealibrant is highly dif-
ferent f rom that of the sample. The theory of the IS dependence of opt ical p H sensors 
lias been described [5-9 .04] a n d has resulted i n a sensor for measurement of IS [9]. 
T h e preferred p o l y m e r s for use i n o p t i c a l sensors are cellulose and related 
h y d r o p h i l i c supports (see Section 8.2.4 and below). More recently, alternative sol id 
supports for indicator dyes have been f o u n d . Sol-gels, for example, have excellent 
c o m p a t i b i l i t y w i t h glass fibers and may be deposited on both the distal end of a fiber, 
or m a y even replace the c l a d d i n g of a waveguide [57 ,85-87] . Other materials that 
have been used more recently include rather h y d r o p h o b i c ones such as plast ic ized 
P V C into w h i c h a fu l ly l i p o p h i l i c dyes were incorporated to give sensors w i t h p K 
a r o u n d 7.5 [54.88] . However , such sensors have p K values that strongly depend on 
the charge a n d quanti ty of additives, and on the fraction of plasticizer added [89]. 
L i p o p h i l i c p H probes (such as certain eosins) may be incorporated into L a n g m u i r -
Blodgett films to give pH-sensi t ive l i p i d bi layer membranes with p K *s quite different 
from the respective data in aqueous solution [90]. Recently, it was discovered that 
f i lms of p o l y p y r r o l d isplay pH-dependent absorptions between 000 and 1,000 n m 
[91]. F ina l ly , it was shown that certain (nonsilicious) optical p H sensor materials are 
much more resistant to p l l than are glass electrodes [03]. 
8.4.1 Absorbanee and Reflectivity-Based Sensors 
In the case of absorbance-based p H sensors, the Lamber t -Beer law7 can be appl ied 
that relates absorption w i t h the concentration ([D]) of the dye species 
A - log(/ f//) = e• [D] • / (8.10) 
where I() and /. respectively, denote the intensity of transmitted light in the absence 
and presence of the dye at the analyt ical wavelength, / is the effective path length, and 
e the m o l a r absorpt ion coefficient ( c m _ 1 - m o l - 1 ) at the given wavelength. 
In case of reflectance-based p l l sensors and only absorption from the alkal ine 
(longwave absorbing) species occurr ing at the analytical wavelength, the absorbance 
can be described by 
A = log(A- • /(./''//) = (1 , , , . ,/HK - A + 1)) (8 .11) 
where k = l(//l()rv{. A = p H — p K , and/I = T.e.L A is the absorbance at a given f)l I. 
and A is the absorbance of the completely dissociated dve. / is the transmitted li^ht 
intensity at the a n a l y t i c a l wavelength , and / 0 r < , , is the transmitted reference light 
intensity. I()rvi can be measured at any wavelength where the intensity of mul t ip le 
reflected light is independent of p i I. Typical ly , it is measured at the isosbestie point or 
at a wavelength at which neither form absorbs. The reference measurement is fre-
quently needed to compensate for optical and instrument variations. - l | i n x - A\ and p K 
are intrinsic constants of the sensor. Other theories for reflectometric sensors do exist 
as well [92]. 
One of the first a b s o r p l i o n - b a s e d p l l - s e n s i t i v e "chemistries* ' that had been 
developed made use of phenol red, w h i c h was incorporated into polvaervlamide beads 
[69,93] to give a sensor mater ia l wi th a pK. ( of 7.92 +/—0.02 at zero ionic strength, 
and a p K a of 7.78 +/— 0.02 at 0 . 2 5 M ionic strength. The temperature coefficient of 
the system, expressed as the change in p H indicat ion per °C was 0.017 between 20 
and 4 0 ° C , and a change of 0.01 p l l units was observed per 1 1 % change i n ionic 
strength over the range of 0.05 to 0 . 3 M . T h e response time for the signal to drop to 
0 3 % of its i n i t i a l value is 0.7 m i n [93] . A schematic of the sensor is s h o w n in 
Figure 8 .11. 
Fiber-opt ic p i I sensors for sea water moni tor ing were obtained [94] by i m m o -
b i l i z i n g phenol red on X A D - t y p e ion exchangers. The dyes were adsorbed onto the 
polymer by plac ing the dry beads in a 0.1%) indicator solution in methanol for four 
hours . W h i l e easy to fabr icate , this mater ia l tends to undergo a p i l -dependent 
swell ing, w h i c h causes long-term drifts and to release the dye at high ionic strength. 
Sensors for process control and physiological studies are based on t h y m o l blue 
and bromophenol blue [95] , cresol red [90], bromoeresolgreen. and b r o m o t h \ m o l 
blue adsorbed on cellulose strips [97]. or on related absorber dyes [ 7 9 - 8 2 , 9 8 - 1 0 2 ] . 
T h e temperature coefficients of the X A D - i m n i o b i l i z e d b r o m o t h v m o l blue a n d thv-
i n o l p h t h a l e i n e , respectively, between 25 a n d 4 5 ° C are 0 .013 +/ — 0 .003 a n d 
0 .015 +/- 0.003 per °C. The response time for 6 3 % of the total signal change to 
occur is 1 m i n . 
The preferred method for m a k i n g pH-sensi t ive optical materials is clearly v ia 
covalent i m m o b i l i z a t i o n . M o h r & Wolfbeis [24] have designed a general logic* for 
m a k i n g p i I sensors for various p H ranges, starting from a single precursor that was 
reacted with various components to give azo dyes with widely varying pK, { s. These 
were covalentlv i m m o b i l i z e d on cellulose-coated polyester f i lms to result in sensors 
w i t h p K a ' s ranging f rom 0.5 to 11.3. Because of the stabil ity of the dyes and of the 
covalent bond, the sensors are stable over years, have long operational l ifetimes, and 
achieve response times in the order of 30 to 60 sec because the active layer (which is 
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Figure 8.11 Fiber-optic pH sensor with reflective pH indicator chemistry contained in a semipermeable envelope at the tip. 
a f i lm of cellulose acetate on polyester, [103] is ca. 1 u m thick only. Table 8.5 s u m -
marizes the various types and p K s of the such membranes. 
P o l y p h t h a l a t e esters ( l ike M y l a r ) are the preferred mater ia ls for depos i t ing 
sensor chemistries to obta in p l a n a r sensors or sensor spots. S u c h sensors are now 
being made i n large quantities for use i n blood gas analysis, both continuously and 
single shot. Sensors are made by coating the polyester films w i t h the respective mate-
rials by methods such as spin coating, or spreading (frequently us ing dissolved mate-
rials) as they are k n o w n i n the film industry (see Figure 8.12) , a n d sensor spots are 
then punched out to be used as either planar sensors (e.g., in disposable cassettes) or 
at the tip of an optical fiber. 
8.4.2 Fluorescence-Based Sensors 
Fluorescence is part icular ly wel l -sui ted for opt ical sensing o w i n g to its sensitivity. F o r 
weakly absorbing species (i.e., when A < 0.05) , the intensity 7,-of fluorescent l ight 
returning f rom the sensor t ip is proport ional to the intensity of the excit ing radia t ion , 
IQ, and the concentration ([D]) of the fluorescent dye i n the sensor: 
//=^-/0-<!>•€•/• [D] (8.12) 
where / is the length of the l ight p a t h i n the sensing layer, e is the m o l a r absorptivity, 
<)) the q u a n t u m efficiency of fluorescence, and k' the fract ion of total emission being 
measured. A t constant I() (8.12) can be s impl i f ied to give 
Table 8.5 
Absorption Maxima of Acid and Conjugate Base Forms and 
pKa Values of Dyed Cellulose Sensor Membranes (at 21 °C) 
for Various pH Ranges 
Membrane X r (nm) (Base Form) X m n x (nm) (Acid Form) 
M l 553 460 9.37 
M-2 535 501 9.26 
M-3 541 473 7.55 
M-4 517 491 7.83 
M-5 518 455 7.34 
M-6 476 487 11.28 
M-7 474 479 10.68 
M-8 481 488 10.64 
M-9 507 50^ 3.68 
M-10 492 518 -0.5 
M i l 486 503 2.24 
Source: [24]. 
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Figure 8.12 Cross-sections through sensor foils for mass fabrication of optrodes for oxygen and p H / C 0 2 
If=k-{D] (8.13) 
where A" = k'• I() • (J) • e • /. Seitz [01], as well as Leiner <Sc l l a r t m a n n [04], derived 
equations to relate fluorescence intensity w i t h actual p l l . and the former also has 
addressed c a 1 i b r a t i o 11 issues. 
A variety of fluorescent indicators is k n o w n [85]. but only a few meet the require-
ments ol an excitation m a x i m u m beyond 450 n m . to allow the use of inexpensive and 
flexible plastic fiber optics as light guides, and of l ight -emit t ing diodes as excitation 
sources (see Table 8.3). Large Stokes shifts are also desirable iti order to convenient-
ly separate scattered excitation light from fluorescence using inexpensive optical f i l -
ters. F u r t h e r desirable properties include photostabil i tv. the presence of funct ional 
chemical groups suitable for covalent immobil ization. , and the lack of toxicity. 
One of the first p l l fluorosensors was obtained [81] bv electrostatic i m m o b i -
l ization of hydroxypyrene trisulfonate (11 P I S ) on an anion-exchange membrane. It 
al lowed for measurement of p i 1 in the range 0 to 8 by relating the ratio of fluorescence 
intensities emitted at 510 nm and excited at 405 nm (specific for the acid form) and 
470 nm (specific for base form) . The ratio was not affected by source fluctuations and 
slow loss of reagent all of w h i c h can affect a single intensity measurement. The sen-
sor" showed an approximately 1 0 % loss in intensity after four hours of continuous i l l u -
minat ion . A n important observation is the effect of indicator* loading on the response 
curve of a sensor. With increasing indicator amounts being i m m o b i l i z e d , the relative 
signal change becomes smaller and the p K is shifted to lower values [01]. 
Two related optical sensing materials for measurement of near-neutral pi 1 v a l -
ues were also described in some detail [8.9]. H P T S and the p l l probe 7-hy Iroxv-
c o u m a r i n - 3 - c a r b o x y I i e ac id ( I K X I ) . respectively, were covalent ly i m m o b i l i z e d on 
surface-modified controlled porous glass ( C P G ) . A n a l y t i c a l excitation and emission 
wavelengths were, respectively 4 l 0 and 455 urn for the I I C C - b a s e d sensor, and -K)5 
and 520 nm for the H P T S based sensor. O n C P G , the p K values were distinctly lower 
than those determined in solution, and the I IPTS-based sensor was more sensitive to 
ionic strength than then sensor with the coumarin dve. 
In an alternative 4 approach [04 .104 ] . H P T S was covalent ly bound to a 
hydrophi l ie cellulose matr ix , which then was deposited at the distal end of a single 
optical fiber. T h e cellulose matr ix was further covered with an opaque cellulose over-
coat, which provides both mechanical integrity and optical isolation from environ-
mental optical interferences. Fluorescence intensity again was measured at 520 nm 
under 460-n in and 4 1 0 - n m excitation (see Figure 8.1). The ratio of the two signals 
can be related to p H , and is relatively insensitive to optical throughput . 
Other f luorescence-based p l l sensors use i m m o b i l i z e d fluoresceins 
[50.105.106] and naphthofluoreseeins [85] on cellulose films or in sol-gels. Rather 
than attaching preformed sensing materials onto single fibers, the sensor chemistry 
has been deposited directly on the end face of a fiber via thermal or photopolvmer-
izat ion [84.107] . In a typical experiment, a fluoreseeinamme was eopolvmerized w i t h 
aery lamide and N . N . - m e t h y l e n e b i s ( a c r y l a n i i d e ) onto the dis ta l end of surface-
m o d i f i e d single glass/glass opt ica l fibers of 100/140-um diameter. T h e polymer -
modif ied single fiber sensors had a response time of < 10 sec. One disadvantage is the 
poor sensor reproduc ib i l i ty due to the d i f f i cu l ty in c o n t r o l l i n g the po lymer iza t ion 
process, the need for an argon ion laser, and a rather sophisticated detection system. 
One of the trends in the design of optical-f iber probes is min ia tur iza t ion . A near-
field fluorescence optical technique was appl ied to design submieron-s ized p l l sensors 
[108]. M u l t i m o d e fibers were drawn into submicron fiber tips and coated wi th a l u -
m i n u m to form minute opt ica l - f iber light sources w i t h a dis ta l -end p i I chemistry. 
Such sensors have excellent spatial resolution and very short response times. L o n g -
wave absorbing f luorophors (such as the S N A R F dyes) i m m o b i l i z e d on dextranes 
were e m p l o y e d for measurement of phys io log ica l p i I. S i m i l a r l y , oxygen-sensit ive 
coatings have been deposited at the t ip of f iber only 15- to 4 0 - p m thick , and the 
resul t ing sensors were used to measure oxygen prof i les i n m a r i n e sediments . 
Figure 8.13 shows the tip of such a fiber wi th and without the black optical isolation. 
8.4.3 Energy Transfer-Based Sensors 
Jordan et a l . [109] developed a single fiber-optic p i I sensor based on energy transfer 
from a pH-insensi t ive fluorophore. eosin (the donor) , to a p i I-sensitive absorber, phe-
nol red (the acceptor). The dyes were c o - i m m o b i l i z e d w i t h aerylamide on the distal 
end of a surfaee-silanized single optical fiber. The p i I-sensitive layer had a thickness 
of approximately 10 u m . The emission spectrum of eosin overlaps with the absorption 

measurement of'fluorescence decay l ime [1 10-1 12]. I nl ike in oxygen sensors (where 
die populat ion of the excited state of a single indicator is reduced due to coll is ional 
(juenching bv oxygen), decav-thne p i I sensors are based on the measurement of the 
relative contributions of the acid and base form of an indicator to the total decay time. 
Such sensors are l ikely to have excellent operational l i fet ime, b u t - l i k e al l 2 - w a v e -
length methods-cannot compensate for the most serious problem of indicator-based 
sensing (i.e., the temporal drift of the work functions) . L i k e in a l l optical sensors, 
long- l ived probes are desired for reasons of instrument s impl ic i ty and resolution. 
8.5 OXYGEN SENSORS 
8.5.1 Indicators and Polymeric Supports 
Oxygen has almost exclusively been sensed via quenching of luminescence [28]. while 
photometry plays a m i n o r role. C h e m i l u tumescent methods are irrevers ible a n d 
require addi t ion of a reagent. T h e variety of indicators k n o w n for oxygen inc lude 
polycycl ic aromatic hydrocarbons such as decacyclene and perylene di bitty rate, and 
longwave absorbing metalorganie complexes of ruthenium, o s m i u m , p a l l a d i u m , and 
p l a t i n u m , which w i l l be discussed below. Some have long- l ived excited states (up to 
1 ms). w h i c h makes them useful for l ifetime-based oxygen sensors. Certa in dyes also 
undergo quenching of their phosphorescence when absorbed on sol id supports. These 
include trypaflavine. benzoflavine. ch lorophyl l , and hematoporphyr in [113 -115] . 
In order to obtain an oxygen-sensitive material for use in optical sensing, it is 
necessary to immobi l ize the oxygen-sensitive dye in a polymer subsequent to being 
deposited on a waveguide. However, most indicators do not have appropriate func-
tional groups suitable for covalent i m m o b i l i z a t i o n , so that physical i m m o b i l i z a t i o n or 
i m m o b i l i z a t i o n on i o n - b i n d i n g membranes usual ly is preferred. In addi t ion , it has 
been found that the Stern-Vomer quenching constants ( A ' s / - i n (8.5)) are reduced by 
30 to 5 0 % on covalent b i n d i n g of a dye onto a rigid surface. 
A simple way for i m m o b i l i z i n g l ipophi l ic oxygen indicators is to dissolve them 
in hydrophobic polymers such as polv(vin\ 1 chloride) ( P V C ) or sil icone. Si l icone has 
excellent oxygen permeabil i ty and solubility, but is a poor solvent for most dves. P V C , 
on the other h a n d , is a good solvent for most polyevel i c a r o m a t i c h y d r o c a r b o n s 
( P A l Is), but has slow oxygen di f fus ion. In order to make PAT Is more l ip id-soluble and 
less water-soluble, they may be fitted with tertiary buty l groups, w h i c h results in a 
five- to twenty fold improved solubil i ty in silicones and other materials [37]. Cross-
l i n k e d poly(hydroxyethyl methaerylate) is another solvent that retains polycycl ic aro-
matics such as dipl ienylanthracene [110] or r t i theniutn- tr is (dipyt idy 1) [117]. 
T h e widely used oxygen indicator rut heni i im -1 r i s (b ipyr idy 1) m a y be i m m o b i -
lized electrostatically on cation exchange membranes or physical ly adsorbed on par-
ticles entrapped in silicone [72]. The incorporat ion of decacyclene into a L a n g i n u i r -
Blodgett quadruple layer has been reported as well [00], and an excellent sensitivity 
and last response to oxygen was observed. However. L B films are not stable on con-
tact with many samples encountered in practice. 
Oxygen-sens i t ive luminescent coatings also were obta ined bv 1) d i sso lv ing 
pyrene in dinie thyl for inamide solvent [118]. polyethylene [119] or polv (d imethvl -
siloxane) copolymers [52]: 2) by incorporat ing osmium-organic complexes on silica 
in silicone rubber [32]: 3) by embedding phosphorescent metal complexes of f'errone 
in silicone rubber films or b i n d i n g them to anion exchanger beads [120]: 4) bv dis-
solving carnphor-quinone in P M M A . P Y C . or polystyrene [121]: 5) bv incorporat ing 
luminescent p la t inum porphyrins in silicone rubber [122]: and 0) bv either dissolv-
ing porphyr ins in polystyrene/toluene and spreading the cocktai l as a f i lm [35] or 
deposi t ing porphyr ins on various solid supports [123] . Cer ta in (hist idinato)cobalt 
complexes undergo reversible changes in absorption on exposure to oxygen, but are 
nonluminescent [124]. 
The quenching by oxygen of the luminescence of a ruthenium complex dissolved 
in various types of silicones was investigated bv various groups. Since the work func-
tion was found to vary over time for quite a while , it was concluded that such sensor 
materials need to be recalibrated after prolonged storage. T h e type of matrix has a 
pronounced effect on the overall performance of such sensor materials , and decay 
kinetics are more complex in being mult i -exponent ia l , the various species being dif-
ferently susceptible to quenching by oxvgen [20 .122 .125 .120] . Figure 8.14 shows the 
effect of oxygen on each of the three lifetimes of an oxvgen sensor membrane com-
posed of the dye Ru(dpp) in plastieized P Y C . Physical models have been established 
to interpret the observed quenching processes [20 .122 .125-127] . 
8.5.2 Oxygen Sensors Based on Measurement of Luminescence Intensity 
The lirst oxygen lluorosensors were based on the use of P A H s [1 10 .128-134] . F l u o -
ranthene. pyrene. benzopcrvlcne. and decacvclene are typical indicators, but all suf-
fer from interferences bv haiothane. sul fur dioxide, chlorine, and nitrous/nitric oxide. 
T y p i c a l p o l y m e r i c solvents are s i l icone rubber, p las t ie ized P Y C , polystyrene. 
poly(hydroxyelhyI rnethacrylate) (p-I I F M A ) . or porous glass. Detection l imits are in 
the order ol 1 torr (as with most types of fluorescence-based oxvgen optrodes). Not 
unexpectedly, the diffusion of oxvgen through poly(dimethyls i loxane) ( P D M S ) and 
p - l I F M A is quite different, the dif fusion constants being 3.50 3 1 0 2 > cur/sec - 1 in 
P D M S (at 25°C) . but 1.2 3 10'2(» only in PI I F M A (at 2 0 ° C ) . 
Peterson and others [133] found perylene dibutyrate adsorbed on polystyrene 
beads to be a viable sensing m a t e r i a l . It has exci tat ion and emission m a x i m a of. 
respectively. 408 and 514 n m . It is stable, and is eff ic iently quenched by oxvgen. 
thereby a l lowing a resolution of +/— 1 torr up to 150 torr. The sensor - measures the 
ratio of scattered blue light and green fluorescence. Others have used decacvclene dis-
solved in P D M S [37.120] . Interferences bv the inhalat ion narcotic haiothane were 
el iminated by covering the sensor with an 8-jun layer of teflon, which also acts as an 
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Figure 8.14 Effect of oxygen partial pressure on each of the three components of the decay of the lumines-
cence of an oxygen sensor. (Source: [29].) 
optical isolation [30.37] . A n interesting appl icat ion of this sensor is for simultaneous 
determination of oxygen and an interfering quencher such as haiothane [37]. 
Semiconductor lasers have unique advantages over other types of conventional 
and laser light sources: they have a fairly large output (sufficient for most fiber a p p l i -
cations), a narrow b a n d w i d t h , and a low price. Unfortunately, their wavelengths do 
not match the absorption spectra of P A H s . O k a z a k i and others [134] therefore have 
frequency-doubled the 7 8 0 - n m emission of a semiconductor laser to obtain a 300-run 
line wi th 5 0 - p W intensity, w h i c h is suitable to excite benzo(g.h j )perylene. The beam 
was launched into a fiber that guides light to the sensing material (the indicator dis-
solved in silicone grease) at its end. A second fiber was used to collect fluorescence at 
430 run. Oxygen was determined in the 0 to 3 0 % range at atmospheric pressure. 
In recent years, meta lorganic complexes have become the preferred type of 
probes for oxygen. T h e y have long lifetimes (0 .2-1 .000 us) and therefore are eff i -
ciently quenched by oxygen. T h e i r excitation wavelengths range from 450 to 000 n m . 
w h i c h makes them excitable by L E D s , and some display extraordinari ly large Stokes' 
shif ts . F o r example , r u t h e n i u m - t r i s ( b i p y r i d y l ) [31,72] a n d the respective 
tris(phenanthroline) complex [135] were adsorbed onto silicagel particles and then 
entrapped in silicone polymer. T h e fluorescence of the resulting material is strongly 
quenched by oxygen, but a S tern-Volmer plot is nonlinear. Bacon & Demas [136] 
found ruthenium(II)tris ( 4 ,7 -d iphenyl - l , 10 -phenanthro l ine ) (Ru(dpp)) to be a most 
viable oxygen probe that can be incorporated into a s i l ica-f i l led silicone polymer. The 
result ing membranes, ca. 100 u m i n diameter, were found to be useful for optical oxy-
gen sensing and were investigated w i t h respect to the effect of oxygen on fluorescence 
intensity and l i fetime. The respective Stern-Volmer plots are pract ical ly superimpos-
able, but not linear. Ru(dpp) is one of the most widely used oxygen probes at present. 
Table 8.0 summarizes figures of merit for longwave oxygen probes. A m o n g 
those, the metallated ketoporphyrins [35] look to be almost ideal indicators by virtue 
of their longwave absorptions and emissions, a 150 to 200 n m Stokes' shift, f u l l c o m -
p a t i b i l i t y w i t h diode l ight sources, excellent photostabi l i ty that by far exceeds a l l 
other probes of Table 8.6, solubi l i ty i n various polymers, long decay t ime, compat i -
b i l i ty w i t h L E D s and diode lasers, 1 5 % q u a n t u m y i e l d , a n d the fact that they are 
uncharged. A generalized chemical structure, w i t h M e representing the metal ion, is 
given in Figure 8 .15. 
Most of these indicators are highly specific if appl ied as a solution i n a l ipophi l i c 
organic polymer. N o , or only smal l , interferences are found for water vapor, nitrogen, 
noble gases, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane, and higher alkanes at real -
istic pressures, a l though these usual ly can pass the po lymer membranes. Potent ia l 
interferents are sulfur dioxide (a notorious quencher) , halothane (an inhalat ion nar-
cotic), chlorine, and nitrogen oxides (except N . , 0 ) . Transi t ion metal ions and heavy 
atoms also quench, but usual ly cannot enter the polymer membrane and therefore 
remain inert. 
Table 8.6 
Figures of Merit for Longwave Luminescent Oxygen Probes 
Probe Excitation/Emission Maxima* Decay Time** Ref. 
Ru(dipy) 
Ru(dpp) 
Os-bis(2,2',2''-terpy) 
Pd-octaethylporphyrin 
Pd-keto-porphyrin 
Pt-keto-porphyrin 
Al-Ferrone 
Camphorquinone 
460/605 
460/610 
650/710 
545/670 
600/780 
590/760 
390/600 
470/560 
ca. 0.8 ps 
unknown 
ca. 1 ms 
ca. 4 ps 
270 ns 
990 ps 
480 ps 
64 ps 
[31] 
[136] 
[32] 
[137] 
[35] 
[35] 
[120] 
[121] 
* In nanometers 
** Under nitrogen. 
Figure 8.15 Chemical structures of luminescent oxygen probes: (a) porphyrins; (b) ketoporphyrins; and 
(c) chlorins. The central metal atom preferably is Pt or Pd. 
8.5.3 Oxygen Sensors Based on Measurement of Decay Time 
F q u a t i o n (8.5) predicts that oxygen not only affects the intensity of the luminescence 
of a luminophore . but also its decay time T(see Figure 8.14) . The long decay of met -
alorganic oxygen indicators renders them part icular ly suitable for sensors based on 
measurement of decay time. In the first sensor of that k i n d [31]. phase f luorimetry 
was applied to measure the oxygen-dependent phase shifts of a s inusoidal lv excited 
luminophor and a frequency-modulated blue L F D served as a light source. C o m p a r e d 
to former sensor types, decay time-based sensors display decisive advantages: T h e y 
have negligible signal drift ar is ing from leaching and bleaching because the decay 
time is independent of fluorophore concentration (in a first approximat ion) . Second-
ly, they display excellent long-term stabil i ty because the system is internal ly refer-
enced. Final ly, no drift ar is ing f rom light source intensity and photodeteetor sensitiv-
ity f luctuat ions is to be expected because it is not the absolute intens i ty that is 
measured, but rather the phase shift between excitation and fluorescence. 
Numerous other reports on oxvgen sensors based on measurement of decay t ime 
exist [ 3 1 - 3 5 . 1 3 8 - 1 4 0 ] . However, the a im of this chapter is on materials rather than 
methods and hence a discussion of decay time-based sensors is beyond its scope. A n 
interesting appl icat ion of decay time-based sensors is in transcutaneous oxvgen sens-
ing [140] where intensity-based systems are clearly inferior due to the strongly v a r y -
ing fluorescence background and light permeabi l i ty of s k i n . 
8.5.4 Oxygen Sensors Based on Measurement of Energy Transfer 
A n interesting type of oxygen sensor has been described [132] that is based on elec-
tronic energy transfer from a donor (whose fluorescence is quenched by molecular 
oxygen) to an acceptor (whose fluorescence is less affected bv oxvgen). Pyrene was 
employed as the donor, and pervlene as the acceptor. The fluorescence emission b a n d 
of the donor shows good overlap wi th the absorpt ion band of the acceptor. \\ hen 
excited at 320 n m . the two-i luorophore system showed strong fluorescence at 4 ? 0 n m . 
where pyrene itself is nonlluorescent. Al though pervlene is not efficiently quenched by 
oxvgen. the system strongly responds to oxygen because fluorescence is quenched wi th 
an efficiency that bv far exceeds the quenching efficiency for pvrene or pervlene alone. 
There is an almost fourfold increase in the quenching constants of the energy trans-
fer- system (as compared to the conventional system). A fiber-optic oxvgen sensor was 
developed by incorporat ing the two dyes into a silicone polymer matrix that had been 
attached to the end of an optical fiber. Oxygen was delected in the 0 to 150-torr range 
with a 0.5 to 3-torr resolution. 
8.6 SENSORS FOR CARBON DIOXIDE 
Tradit ional ly , gaseous carbon dioxide ( C D ) has been assayed via infrared absorp-
tiometry. The preferred method for measuring dissolved C D is via electrochemistry by 
measuring changes in the p H of a buffer solution retained in front of a p H electrode 
by a ( ID-permeable but p r o t o n - i m p e r m e a b l e p o l y m e r . T w o i m p o r t a n t i n d i c a t o r -
based methods exist. The first (named the Sereringhaus method) works by analogy 
to the electrochemical approach (i.e.. via a change of p i I of an i m m o b i l i z e d buffer) . 
The other (so-called plastic tvpe) sensors are based on a hvdrated p H indicator anion 
entrapped (without any buffer!) in a proton- impermeable polymer. 
8.6.1 Severinghaus-Type Sensors 
Such sensors are obtained by entrapping a buffer (such as a 1 0 - n i M hydrogencar-
bonate solut ion) a long w i t h a dissolved i n d i c a t o r (such as b r o m o p h e n o l b lue or 
U P IS) in a gas-permeable polymer (such as si l icone) . The response of this sensor to 
(ID occurs as a direct result of the proton concentrat ion in the buffer i n the sensitive 
material , which is related to the concentration of C D through the f o l l o w i n g series of 
chemica I equi l ibr ia : 
1. C 0 2 (aq) + H 2 0 <=======> H 2 C O : i (hydration) 
2. H. ,C() M <=======> H + + H C O : i _ (dissociation, step 1) 
3. H C O . j - H + + C O f ~ (dissociation, step 2) 
These are governed by the fo l lowing e q u i l i b r i u m constants: 
Kh = [ H 2 C O . , ] / [ C 0 2 ] ( a q u ) = 0 .0020 (8.14) 
K\ = [ H + ] [ H C O : , " ] / [ H 2 C O : } ] = 1.72.10"-* (8.15) 
A 2 = [ H + ] [ C O . , - - ] / [ H C O : < " ] = 5 . 5 0 . K ) " 1 1 (8.10) 
In most studies on C D sensors, the total analyt ica l concentration of carbon diox-
ide (i.e.. ([CO.,]aq + [ H . , C O . J ) ) , has been related to the response. 
In the first opt rode for C D . Lubbers a n d O p i t z [118] fol lowed the changes in 
fluorescence intensity of a membrane-covered solution of 4 - m e t by I - u m b e 11 i fe r on e in 
a carbonate internal buffer as a function of the par t ia l pressure of C D . T h e internal 
buf fer (also conta in ing the indicator) was covered wi th a 0 - p m P T F E m e m b r a n e , 
w h i c h is permeable to C D but impermeable to protons and other ionic species. T h e 
ratio of fluorescence intensity at 445 n m measured under excitat ion at 318 n m and 
3 5 7 n m was related to pressure. The same scheme was a p p l i e d to construct a c o m -
pact instrument (5 by 0 by 14 cm in size) for C D . It consisted of a blue L E D as a light 
source, the l o n g w a v e - a b s o r b i n g i n d i c a t o r h y d r o x y p y r e n e - t r i s u l f o n a t e ( H P T S ) 
dissolved in bicarbonate a n d placed behind a P T F E layer, two optical filters, and two 
photodiodes for detection of l ight. 
Z h u j u n a n d Seitz [141] used H P T S i n b icarbonate , covered w i t h a s i l icone 
membrane, to sense C D . Fluorescence was measured with a bifurcated fiber system. 
Complete response occurs w i t h i n a few minutes. Both sulfite and sulfide were found 
to interfere (probably as their membrane-di f fus ib le forms SO., and H. ,S) . The equa-
tion used to relate the C D part ia l pressure to hydrogen ion concentration is 
where A is the internal bicarbonate concentration. A , . A . , , and A are the dissociation 
constants of carbonic a c i d ((8.15) and (8.16)) and water, respectively. The value C is 
the analytical concentrat ion of C D (in both the hydra ted and unhydrated form) . It 
was shown that, w i t h i n a l imi ted range, there is l inearity between C D pressure and 
[11+] according to 
In practice, the in ternal H C O ^ concentration should be such that the C D con-
centrations of interest y ie ld p H changes in the range of the p K a of the indicator. In 
the case of the wide ly used H P T S w i t h its p K a of 7.3, the external p C O . , should adjust 
a p H between 6.5 and 8.0 in the internal buffer. 
H e i t z m a n n 8c K r o n e is [142] prepared CD-sensi t ive fluorescent membranes bv 
soaking cross- l inked po lvacrv lamide beads with a solution of H P T S in bicarbonate, 
atid e m b e d d i n g t h e m in s i l i cone r u b b e r matr ix deposi ted at the tip of a f iber 
( f igure 8.16) . T h e response to C D was varied by a d d i n g different quantities of bicar-
bonate, carbonate , a n d H P T S , a l l of w h i c h act as buffers . T h e p o l y ( a c r y l a m i d e ) 
beads may be omitted so thai an emuls ion of the I IPTS/carbonate solution in silicone 
rubber is obta ined. These sensors have excellent long-term performance, but when 
stored in media of low p C D thev tend to become destabil ized. It takes several hours 
to obtain a stable baseline again after having been exposed to higher p C D levels. T h i s 
is probably due to some dehydrat ion and also a shortage of water molecules available 
for reaction (1) w h i c h , i n t u r n , results i n some contrac t ion a n d expansion of the 
droplets and beads because of o s m o l a l i t y effects. 
Typical ly , a 2 0 - m M bicarbonate solution w o u l d act as an internal buffer. With 
a given indicator, it is the choice of buffer that p r i m a r i l y determines the slope of the 
response curve. T h e slopes of the response curves also are governed bv the p K of the 
indicator and the total ionic strength of the internal buffer. Unfortunate!v. high buffer 
concent rat ions result in verv long response times. These are further prolonged w i t h 
increasing thickness of the sensor coat ing , a d d i t i o n a l covers, s low kinetics of the 
h y d r a t i o n , a n d - i n p a r t i c u l a r - s l o w d e h y d r a t i o n of C D . F o r the system descr ibed 
above, the response for a change f rom 0 to 5 % C D was 15 sec for 9 0 % of the f inal 
[M + ] ; ! + X[\\-]- - (A, • C + A'„.)[H+] = A, • K2 • C (8.17) 
(H + ) = A / C - / Y (8.18) 
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Figure 8.16 Optical sensor for carbon dioxide with a buffer solution emulsified into a drop of silicone placed 
at the tip of a fiber and covered with a gas-permeable black overcoat. 
value. The reverse change required approximate ly 30 sec. It should he noted that 
most other opt ical C D sensors described so far have a m u c h slower response. T h e 
addit ion of carbonic anhvdrase can accelerate response t ime [143] . 
A C D sensor with an indicator directly i m m o b i l i z e d on the fiber has also been 
described [144]. A fluorescent dye was covalent ly b o n d e d onto the glass fiber t ip , so 
the m i n i a t u r e size of the sensor was preserved. T h e f iber was then coated w i t h a 
silieone-earbonate copolymer that rejects protons, whereas C D can pass. Direct cast-
ing of the polymer onto the sensor chemistry imposed major problems, and it was 
decided to use a preformed cover membrane . W h e n two sensing layers with different 
spectral properties, and being selective for oxygen a n d C D , respectively, are attached 
to the end of a fiber, a single fluorosensor for both species can be obtained [145] . Blue 
excitation results in two fluorescences: T h e green fluorescence reports C D . while the 
red fluorescence reports oxygen. 
Vurek and others [140] devised an absorbance-based C D sensor that relies on 
the pr inciple of a previously designed p i 1 sensor. A n isotonic solution of salt, b icar-
bonate., and phenol red was covered with a C D - p e r m e a b l e sil icone rubber membrane. 
The device uses two fibers: one carry ing the input light., the other reflected l ight. T h e 
sensor responds over the physiological range a n d its performance was demonstrated 
/// vivo. S imilar ly , a fluoreseein-hased CD-sens i t ive system was reported by H i r s c h f e l d 
and others [ 147]. 
Le iner and others [ 148] have developed p l a n a r (ID-sensit ive chemistr ies for 
mass fabrication (Figure 8.12). Polvester membranes served as planar supports onto 
which a pl l - sens i t ive material was fixed using a proton-permeable glue. After soak-
ing with a bicarbonate buffer, the eellulosie mater ia l was covered with hvdrogel and . 
finally, with a CD-permeable s i l icone-polvcarbonate copolymer. C D . permeat ing into 
the internal buffer, changes the internal p l l and hence causes fluorescence intensity 
to change. The sensing membranes can be prepared in large sheets that later can be 
punched into small (i.e.. 1-5 m m ) spots a n d placed at the distal end of a fiber. Thev 
also can serve as sensor sheets in measurement of surface p C D of the s k i n . G i v e n 
the low costs for the fabricat ion of such sensor spots, another important appl icat ion 
is i n disposable kits for de terminat ion of C D along with oxvgen and pf I in b lood . 
Figure 8.17 shows the design of such a k i t . 
A mechanical ly h ighly resistant and sterilizable sensor for C D was obtained by 
covalently i m m o b i l i z i n g a commerc ia l p i 1 probe on a thin cellulose f i lm, soaking it 
w i t h buffer and covering it w i t h a proton- impermeable f i lm of silicone rubber [140]. 
The top layer also conta ined a h ighly reflective material that acts as an optical isola-
t ion . C D was measured over the 0 to 700- torr range, and effects of buffer capacity 
and buffer p i I studied in detai l . Response times for dissolved C D are in the order of 
several minutes, and no cross-sensit ivity to p i I was observed at a l l . Sensor steri l iza-
t ion with hydrogen peroxide d i d not affect the cal ibrat ion graph. A n interesting sens-
ing scheme for C D that also is appl icable to decay time-based sensing makes use of 
tr is(pyrazin\l)thiazole complexes of ru thenium( l l ) whose luminescence is quenched 
by the protons formed by reaction of C D with water [ 143.150]. The probe was i m m o -
bi l ized onto anionic dextrane gel soaked with phosphate buffer (8.5). and the result-
ing fiber sensor measured C D between 0 and 700 torr. 
8.6.2 Plastic-Type Sensors 
T h i s type of sensor for carbon dioxide is being constructed without using an internal 
aqueous buffer solut ion. Rat Iter, the pH-sensi t ive dye is placed directly in the organ-
ic polymer in the form of its an ion , the cation usually being a quaternary a m m o n i u m 
ion. M i l l s and coworkers have described various types of plastic-type fi lm sensors for 
C D . They are made by cast ing a cockta i l composed of a p H indicator anion (D~). an 
organic quaternary cat ion (C^). and a polymer such as ethyl cellulose, all dissolved in 
sample compartment 
side view 
top view 
Figure 8.17 Top and side view of a disposable kit with three sensor spots (pH, oxygen, carbon dioxide) inte-
grated into a compartment accommodating a calibrant or a blood sample. 
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Figure 8.18 Changes in the reflectivity of a sensor for carbon dioxide with the partial pressure of carbon 
dioxide in water solution. [Source: [156].) 
an organic solvent such as toluene onto a solid support and evaporat ing the solvent. 
Such films undergo very fast color changes on exposure to even smal l concentrations 
of C D [151-153] . as can be seen from f i g u r e 8.18. The response can be f ine-tuned 
by v a r i a t i o n of the components , i n p a r t i c u l a r the q u a t e r n a r y a m m o n i u m base 
[154 ,155] , a n d sil icones have been suggested as an alternative to other polymers 
when measuring dissolved C D [156]. 
The scheme was extended to an energy-transfer fluorosensor composed of an 
absorber dve (m-cresol purple ) and on inert f luorophore ( s u l f o r h o d a m i n e 101) 
entrapped in an ethyl cellulose f i lm. C D modulates the decay time of the fluorescence 
of the rhodamine dye, and this serves as the analyt ical in format ion . The sensor has 
an excellent long-term stability, is compatible with the 0 3 5 - n m laser diode, and has 
response times in the order of seconds. A major problem may arise, though, if the 
two dyes leach/bleach at different rates in view of the extremely strong distance-
dependence of the energy transfer process. In addi t ion , al l plastie-tvpe sensors require 
storage in the complete absence of even traces of acidic gases, w h i c h tend to irre-
versibly deactivate plastic f i lm sensors w i t h their inherently low buffer capacity. 
Another buffer!ess C D sensor material was reported that was prepared by dis-
persing fluorescein in poly (ethylene glycol) and then deposit ing it at the distal end of 
an optical fiber [157]. Evapora t ion of the solvent is reported to be negligible . T h e 
dynamic range is from 0 to 2 8 % (v/v) for C D . with a detection l imi t of 0 . 1 % . F u l l 
response is achieved w i t h i n 10 to 20 sec. The outer membrane, ca. 10 -p in thick, is 
composed of poly (ethylene glycol )s with molecular weights of 200 a n d 1540 Dal ton. 
respectively, in a 20:80 (w/w) ratio. 
8.7 AMMONIA SENSORS 
Three major optical sensing schemes are k n o w n for a m m o n i a . In the first, the absorp-
tion of light in the NIR by a m m o n i a is exploited in plain fiber sensing. This approach 
is not very sensitive and response depends on humidi ty , but sensors are s imple in 
design and display good stability. Absorpt ion can be measured in both the transmis-
sion mode (in a gas cell) or bv the evanescent wave technique. The latter, however, 
even more strongly depends on the relative h u m i d i t y of the gaseous sample due to 
adsorption of water on the sensor/sample interface. The method cannot be appl ied to 
aqueous samples. In the second approach, a m m o n i a is reacted wi th a dye such as n i n -
h y d r i n to yield a purple colorat ion. This is an irreversible reaction, so that the '"sen-
sor" actual ly is a single-shot probe. In the t h i r d approach , the basic properties of 
a m m o n i a are exploited: It is capable of changing the color of p H indicators i m m o b i -
l ized on a waveguide . O n l y the t h i r d sensing scheme is both indicator -based a n d 
reversible a n d wil l be discussed here. 
A reversible optical waveguide sensor for ammonia vapors was reported [158] 
that consists of a smal l capi l lary glass tube fitted w i t h an L E D and a phototransistor 
detector to form a mult iple reflecting optical device. W h e n the capi l lary was coated 
with a thin solid f i lm composed of a p i 1-sensitive oxazine dye, a color change occurred 
on contact with a m m o n i a . The instrument was capable of reversibly sensing a m m o -
nia and other amities. Vapor concentration f rom 100 to below 00 p p m a m m o n i a were 
easily and reprodi ic ib ly detected. A pre l iminary quali tat ive kinet ic model was pro-
posed to describe the vapor - f i lm interactions. The method was appl ied to design a dis-
tr ibuted sensor for a m m o n i a [150]. 
A m m o n i a sensors based on the same principle as electrochemical a m m o n i a sen-
sors (viz. , the change in the p l l of an a lkal ine buffer solution) have been reported by 
various groups: A r n o l d and Ostler [160] fol lowed the changes in the absorption of an 
internal buffer solution to w h i c h p-ni trophenol was added. A m m o n i a passes by and 
gives rise to an increase in p l l , w h i c h causes a color change of the indicator to occur. 
Wolfbeis and Poseh [161] entrapped a fine emulsion of an aqueous solution of a f l u -
orescent p i I indicator, which simultaneously may act as a buffer, in silicone rubber. 
Alternatively.. 0.001 M aqueous a m m o n i u m chloride may be used as internal buffer. 
The buffer strength strongly determines both response time and slope of the response 
curve. Detection l imits are in the order of 5 to 20 j i M . and equi l ibrat ion is very slow, 
part icular ly in the back direction and w i t h aqueous sample solutions. Another type 
of fluorescent sensor for a m m o n i a was obta ined by e n t r a p p i n g a 5 0 - u M solut ion 
of a earboxyfhioreseein in an a m m o n i u m chlor ide buffer i n front of a fiber optic . 
T h e device was extremely sensitive a n d used for measurement of ex t race l lu lar 
a m m o n i a [162]. 
H y d r o p h i l i c a m m o n i a sensor f i l m s were ob ta ined by i m m o b i l i z i n g b r o m o -
thy ino l b lue in a h y d r o p h i l i c p o l y m e r a n d m e a s u r i n g the changes in reflectance 
induced bv a m m o n i a in the gas phase [103] . The w o r k i n g range was from 1.5 to 
30 n i M . and possible inierferents were investigated. S i m i l a r films have been used in a 
portable photometric ammonia gas analyzer [104]. 
Shahr iar i and others [105] developed a new porous glass for a m m o n i a detec-
tion whose structure imparts a high surface area to the fiber core. A m m o n i a vapors 
penetrating into the porous zone pretreared with a reversible p l l indicator produce a 
spectral change in transmission. The resultant p i I change is measured by in- l ine opt i -
cal absorbanee and is said to be more sensitive than sensors based on evanescent wave 
coupl ing into a surrounding m e d i u m . The signal can be related to the ambient a m m o -
nia concentration down to levels of 0.7 p p m . In order to speed up response time, a 
porous plastic material , exhibi t ing very high gas permeabi l i ty and l iqu id imperme-
ability, was used in another type of a m m o n i a sensor [100] . The porous plastic fibers 
were prepared by copolvmerizat ion of a mixture of monomers (methyl methacrylate 
and methylene glycol d imethyl acrylate) . which can be cross- l inked in the presence 
of an inert solvent (such as octane) in a glass capil lary. After thermal polymer izat ion , 
the plastic fibers were pul led out of the capillaries and used in the sensor. 
A m m o n i a , be ing a basic gas. causes the color of a p p r o p r i a t e p l l indica tors 
to change. T h i s is exploited in a plastic-type a m m o n i a sensor that works by analogy 
to the respective sensors for carbon dioxide, except that p i 1-changes go in the other 
d i r e c t i o n . A g a i n , s i l icone is the preferred m a t e r i a l , but usual dyes are inso luble 
therein. As a result, they have to be chemical ly modi f ied , for example, by m a k i n g a 
l i p o p h i l i c (s i l icone-soluble) ion pa i r composed of the dye (usual ly on anion) a n d 
an organic cation (such as < *e t y 1 -1 r i met h y 1 - a n u non i u m ion . The silicone matr ix acts 
as a perfect barrier for hydrogen ions ( "p i 1"). which w o u l d interfere, and the result-
ing sensors d i sp lay very low l imi t s of detect ion ( L O D s ) that range f r o m 20 to 
100 ppb [107]. Figure 8.19 shows a typical response. T h e method has been extend-
ed to fluorescence where L O D s are even lower [108]. and the coating was appl ied in 
an integrated optical disposable [109]. 
A fluorescent type of sensor for moni tor ing a m m o n i a in air was obtained bv 
impregnating porous cellulose tape wi th a solution of cosine b lu ish , p- toluenesul lon-
ic ac id , and glycerol [170]. O n exposure to a m m o n i a , the fluorescence of the dye at 
550 n m increases and is proport ional to the concentration of a m m o n i a gas at constant 
sampl ing time and flow rate. One hundred ppb of a m m o n i a were detectable and inter-
ference studies revealed a remarkable selectivity, a l though acidic gases are l ikely to 
reverse the response of a m m o n i a . Obviously, the sensor is inadequate for detection of 
a m m o n i a in water. 
General ly, al l types of a m m o n i a sensors based on p i 1 effects also respond to 
other uncharged amines such as methylamine. pyr idine , or hydrazine because they 
are strong bases, too. and can pass almost al l polymers used in ammonia-sensi t ive 
materials . Secondly, all acidic gases i n c l u d i n g C O . , , SO.,, and H C l . but also vapors 
of organic acids such as acetic a c i d , w i l l interfere once the sensor is loaded 
with a m m o n i a . Hence, the specificity of such sensors is l i m i t e d . One way to overcome 
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Figure 8.19 Response of an optical sensor to micromolar levels of dissolved ammonia. (Source: [167].) 
interferences by acidic species is to make the sample strongly alkal ine (if possible), 
which converts the acids into their nondiffusible salt forms. 
8.8 ION SENSORS 
Several schemes exist for sensing ions. Thev are based on either the use of 1) so-called 
chelators (i.e.. dyes that b i n d a metal ion and thereby undergo a change in color: 
2) ions carriers (i.e.. uncolored.. frequently cycl ic ethers or esters that are capable 
of specif ically b i n d i n g (alkal i ) ions and to transport them into l i p i d sensor f i lms) : 
3) chroinoionophores (which., in essence, are a combinat ion of a dve wi th an ion car-
rier, both contained in the same molecule) : or 4) enzvmes that undergo metal - induced 
change in their optical properties or activity. 
8.8.1 Chelator-Based Ion Sensors 
In this scheme, ions are de termined , m a k i n g use of so-ca l led indica tor dyes that 
undergo a b inding reaction wi th ions, preferably of mult iple charge. T h i s reaction is 
a c c o m p a n i e d bv a change in the a b s o r p t i o n or f luorescence of such "che la tors . 
N u m e r o u s chelators exist [ 1 - 4 , 1 0 ] , but most b i n d irreversibly or w i t h a high or low 
p l l so that they cannot be used for continuous sensing at near-neutral p l l or at p i Is, 
w h i c h are strongly different f rom the sample to be moni tored , but rather act as single-
shot probes. T h e respective sensor materials are obtained by i m m o b i l i z i n g an i n d i c a -
tor dye in an ion-permeable matr ix such as cellulose or a hydrogel . A major d i s a d -
vantage is based on the fact that for pract ica l ly each i o n . a different dye. and hence a 
different analyt ica l wavelength, has to be appl ied . 
O e h m e & Wolfbeis have reviewed the state of the art in o p t i c a l p r o b i n g (as 
opposed to cont inuous sensing) of heavy metals ( H M s ) [10] . As ide f rom reporting on 
exist ing probes for the m a i n group H M s (mainly copper, z inc , c a d m i u m , mercury, s i l -
ver) a n d for the t rans i t ion H M s (Fe, C r , M n . C o , N i ) , they also discuss unspeeifie 
probes (i.e.. sensors for total H M s ) . Unfortunately , prac t i ca l ly a l l exist ing sensors for 
H M s are different in terms of dye (i.e., ana lyt ica l wavelengths) , m e t h o d of i m m o b i -
l i za t ion , a n d polymer ic support , a fact that is h i g h l y disadvantageous a n d does not 
a l l o w s imple optoelectronic sensor systems to be designed that can be appl ied to al l 
sensor chemistries. A u n i f o r m protocol w o u l d be h igh ly desirable, but is unl ike ly to 
exist. A detailed discussion of a l l these sensor m a t e r i a l s - w h i c h have f o u n d their most 
widespread appl i ca t ion i n the form of tests str ips- is , however, beyond the scope of this 
chapter. 
8.8.2 Sensors Based on the Use of Ion Carriers and Chromoionophores 
N o chelators are avai lable for the c l inical ly important a l k a l i ions i n c l u d i n g potassi-
u m , s o d i u m , and l i t h i u m , to work at p H 5 - 8 a n d to cover the c l i n i c a l ranges, w h i c h 
are 1 1 0 - 1 8 0 u i M for s o d i u m , 1 -10 m M for potass ium, 0.4 to 2 u i M for c a l c i u m , a n d 
50 to 170 m M for ch lor ide . W h i l e certain probes have become ava i lab le in recent 
years f rom commerc ia l sources, these are designed for cytological studies where m u c h 
lower ion concentrations are encountered. Hence , these probes cannot be used to mea-
sure ions in extrastit ial f luids. Hence, other sensing schemes have to be a p p l i e d . T h e 
most general approaches m a k e use of organic "hos ts , " capable of b i n d i n g an i o n (the 
" g u e s f ) inside its cavi ty or cycl ic structure. If incorporated into a polymer ic matr ix 
(such as plast ic ized pve) . the host may even extract the guest f rom an aqueous sam-
ple phase. T y p i c a l hosts for use in ion sensing inc lude the natural ant ibiot ic v a l i n o -
m y c i n (which binds potass ium ion) and numerous synthetic carriers (such as c rown 
ethers, p o d a n d s , a n d coronands) that organic chemists have synthes ized a n d are 
k n o w n to b i n d a l k a l i and earth a l k a l i ions [10 .171 .172] . 
8.8 .2 .7 Sensors Based on Ion Exchange and on Coextraction 
W h i l e a cat ion can be extracted from an aqueous into a l i p i d phase by a guest c a r r i -
er, the eoimterion (the anion) usually cannot, a n d the process therefore w o u l d come 
to a quick end for reasons of electroneutralitv. If, however, at the same t ime a proton 
can be released f rom the membrane (in exchange for the cat ion) , then a complete ion 
exchange m a y take place ("'cation i n , proton o u t " ; see F igure 8 .20) . A n indicator dye 
contained in a nonpolar sensor membrane acts as the donor for the proton. O n depro-
tonat ion, it undergoes a change in color that is related to the concentrat ion of the ion . 
A n al ternat ive scheme is referred to as coextract ion. Here , a l i p o p h i l i c an ion 
such as chlor ide , sal icylate, or the erythrosine anion is extracted into the l i p i d phase 
a long w i t h a cat ion, usual ly the proton . However , other cations may be extracted as 
wel l (via ionophors) . T h e scheme has found its widest appl i ca t ion for sensing anions 
such as c h l o r i d e , b r o m i d e , a n d iod ide , as wel l as ni trate . A schematic is s h o w n i n 
F igure 8 .21 . 
Several approaches have been described for both the coextract ion a n d the ion 
exchange process. C h a r l t o n and others have introduced two detection schemes. In the 
first [173 ,174] , a plast ieized P V C f i lm conta in ing v a l i n o m y c i n as the ion carrier is 
contacted w i t h a sample to w h i c h a l i p o p h i l i c a n d h ighly colored an ion (such as e ry th-
rosin B) was added . W h e n extracted into the P V C phase, potass ium coextracts the a 
eounterion. w h i c h in this case is the one of highest l i p o p h i l i c i t y (i.e. eryth rosin) . As a 
result , the m e m b r a n e turns p i n k . A l i n e a r r e l a t i o n exists between re f l ec t iv i ty at 
5 5 0 n m and the p o t a s s i u m i o n concentra t ion over the 2 to 1 0 - i n M concentra t ion 
range. T h i s scheme forms the basis for the Ames Seralyzer solid-state potass ium sen-
In Char l ton 's second approach ( [175] : also see [170, 177]) , the basis for the 
assay is an ion exchange m e c h a n i s m rather than a coextract ion m e c h a n i s m . T h e sen-
sitive mater ia l is composed of P V C , a plasticizer, an ion carrier (such v a l i n o m y c i n ) , 
a n d a deprotonable dye. W h e n v a l i n o m y c i n carries a potass ium ion into the m e m -
Inane, a proton is s imultaneously released from a protonated dye (such as M E D P I N ) 
contained in the membrane . O n deprotonat ion, the dye undergoes a spectral change. 
T h i s sensing scheme turned out to be extremely successful and has led to a n u m b e r 
of c o m m e r c i a l a p p l i c a t i o n s , i n c l u d i n g the R e f l o t r o n test a n d others . F luorescent 
sor str ip. 
water phase sensor phase 
Ionophore 
+ H-Dye 
.> (K-Ionophore) 
4- Dye" 
Figure 8.20 Schematic of the mechanisms leading to the exchange of a proton for a potassium ion inside a 
thin sensor membrane containing an ionophore and a protonated dye. 
(b) 
water phase sensor phase 
M + H + 
x 2 " 
Dye 
+ N R 4 X 3 " 
water phase sensor phase 
M + + X " 
D y e - H + X 
+ N R 4 X " 
Figure 8.21 Distribution of charges in the water phase and the sensor phase (a) before and (b) after a coex-
traction process has occurred. The value X}~ (unlike X2~) is highly lipophilic and, hence, 
extractable. For reasons of electroneutrality, a proton is coextracted, which protonates the indi-
cator dye, which in turn results in a change in the optical properties. 
modifications of the refleetometric methods for potassium using va l inom yc in as the 
carrier and based on either fluorescence energy transfer [178] or the inner filter effect 
using fluorescent beads [179] have been described. 
The scope of both sensing schemes (i.e., ion exchange and coextraction) have 
been widely enlarged by the work of S imon and coworkers who discovered the bene-
f i c ia l effect of added l i p o p h i l i c anions (such as the t c t raphcny I borates)., w h i c h 
improve selectivity and response time [74 .180-184] , but also affect the work func-
t ion . N u m e r o u s ions, gases, and neutral organic analytes can be ana lyzed n o w i f 
appropriate carriers or receptors are found [185.180] . In fact, the sensing scheme is 
l imi ted only bv the selectivity and affinity of the molecular receptor. 
More recentlv. synthetic c r o w n ethers were found to represent an attract ive 
alternative to natural ion carriers such as va l inomvein and nonaetin [183], a n d dis-
posable ion-sensing probes for determination of blood electrolytes were obtained by 
incorporat ing respective ionop bores ("'carriers'*) a long w i t h a blue anionic dye into 
thin films of plasticized P V C A g a i n , the principle is based on ion exchange (in the 
ease of cations) and coextraction (in the case of chloride) , respectively. At constant 
pi l . the color given by the sensor films can be related to the concentration of ions by 
equations derived from the Lambert -Beer and mass action laws [18-+]. 
By c o m b i n i n g a dye moiety w i t h an ionophor . so-ca l led c h r o m o i o n o -
phors (or f luoro ionophors ) can be o b t a i n e d . Both chromopl iores [11.180] a n d 
fluorophores [13.187] have been covalently l inked to crown ethers, such that an i o n -
b i n d i n g oxygen atom or nitrogen atom is part of the ir-electron system of the dye. (In 
this context, the term crown ether refers to podands. eoronands. and crvptands.) The 
event of b i n d i n g the ion brings about a change in color, and-more strongly-in fluo-
rescence, because the free electrons of the crown are now occupied by the a lka l i ion 
and cannot fu l ly part ic ipate in the ir-electron system of the chromophore or f luo-
rophore. In most crown ethers, the b i n d i n g constant (i.e., the turn ing point of the 
titration curve) strongly depends on the fraction of water in the solvent, because water 
acts as a competit ive solvating agent for the crown. 
T h e coextract ion a n d ion-exchange sensing schemes are most p r o m i s i n g 
because the selectivity to certain ions is exclusively governed by the carrier and the 
additives, while the dye (and hence the optical system) can be the same throughout. 
T h e i r major d isadvantage is the strong p H - d e p e n d e n e e . w h i c h makes them not 
applicable to samples of u n k n o w n p l l . 
8.8.2.2 Sensors for Anions 
Anions are more difficult to detect with high specificity than are cation because of the 
lack of adequate optical probes and the lack of selective carriers for anions. Usual car-
riers display a selectivity that follows the so-called I lofmeister pattern according to 
w h i c h l i p o p h i l i c anions l ike perchlorate , sa l icylate , a n d iodide are more readi ly 
extracted than " h a r d anions l ike fluoride and bicarbonate. Frequently used anion 
carriers inc lude t e t r a a l k v l a m m o n i u m salts, t r i - a l k v l t i n chloride., and certain por-
phyrins. They have been used both in coextraction-based sensors and in FSD-based 
sensors. I lalides are k n o w n to quench the fluorescence of certain heterocyclic fluo-
rophors and this has resulted in the design of respective sensors that cover the 1 to 
1 0 0 - m M concentra t ion range (F igure 8.22) and hence are not suitable for trace 
analysis. 
8.8.2.3 Sensors Based on Potential-Sensitive Dyes 
A n entirely different approach was introduced by Wolfbeis & Sehaffar [188.189] in 
that the b i n d i n g of ions, and their transport into a membrane, w h i c h results in the 
formation of an interface potential , was monitored by optical means using a potential-
sensitive dye ( P S D ) . The scheme has been extended [190] . In i t ia l ly . L a n g n i u i r -
Blodgett ( L B ) f i lms were used as supports, because the potential (V/em-1) is very 
high only if sensing films are very th in , typical ly a few nanometers in the case of L B 
films. Because of the poor stabi l i ty of L B f i lms, plast ic ized P V C was used in more 
j i i i ? . 
10"4 10"3 10"2 10"1 10° 
» halide cone, M 
Figure 8.22 Dynamic quenching of the fluorescence of immobilized acridinium ion (top) and quinolinium ion 
(bottom) by chloride, bromide, and iodide, respectively. 
recent work [22]. However, total signal changes do not exceed 5 0 % in the best case, 
and a moderate pH-dependence st i l l exists. T h e P S D - b a s e d scheme works best for 
such anions as nitrate [24] , where the h y d r o p h i l i c i t y - h p o p h i l i c i t y balance ( H L B ) 
seems to be better established (see Section 8.1.6). A schematic of the processes occur-
r ing at the sensor/sample interface is shown i n Figure 8.7. A fair ly specific carrier is 
k n o w n for nitrite anion and a sensor has been designed based on its use [191]. 
A n apparent ly al ternat ive sensing scheme for potass ium was i n t r o d u c e d by 
K a w a b a t a and others [192,193] by m a k i n g use of the same components except for 
another dye. It can be assumed, however, that the a l k y l a c r i d i n i u m dye used i n this 
work in fact acts as a P S D and undergoes a vol tage- induced part i t ioning. T h i s is sup-
ported by the fact that a l l P S D s are both electrochromic and solvatochromic. 
Sensors based on P S D s can be used to monitor, in a continuous and vir tual ly 
I>H-independent fashion, ions for w h i c h respective carriers are k n o w n . Both the plas-
tieizer and the concentrat ion of the borate counterion have a distinct effect on the 
work function [193]. The details of mechanisms that lead to a response of a P S D are 
still u n k n o w n and probably result from more than one single effect. Based on several 
f indings, i n c l u d i n g turbidi tv effects, fast response, and relatively large signal changes, 
it was concluded that membranes have a microstructure that cannot be described by 
a model of a single homogeneous layer, but rather a complex microemuls ion. 
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